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The Wolff Metternich Collection of Coins and Medals

The origins of the Wolff Metternich zur Gracht noble family can be traced to well before 1440, when Godhard Wolff 
von Gudenberg of Hesse married Sybilla von Metternich, the only daughter of Carl II von Metternich. A century later 
their great-grandson Hieronymous married Katherina von Buschfeld, beside whose hereditary home near Erftstadt in 
Westphalia the family built Schloss Gracht, destined to remain the principal residence of the Wolff Metternichs until 
1957.

Johann Adolf Wolff Metternich zur Gracht (1592-1669) was an accomplished diplomat whose services for the 
Electors of Köln and, later, Bavaria, were well-rewarded with grants of land and the rights to income from various 
taxes and duties. He was also created Baron by the Holy Roman Emperor Ferdinand II in 1637. One of his sixteen 
children, Hermann Werner, became Prince-Bishop of Paderborn (1683-1704), to be succeeded in the position by his 
nephew Franz Arnold (1704-18). From 1707 Franz Arnold was also Bishop of Münster and subsequent generations of 
the family continued to be closely associated with both Paderborn and Münster, as well as with the Abbey of Corvey. 
Coins and medals of both Wolff-Metternich Prince-Bishops, and related issues, are well represented in the collection 
offered here.

In 1731 Franz Joseph Wolff Metternich zur Gracht, Imperial Chamberlain and Reichshofrat (Imperial Councillor) 
was elevated to the status of Reichsgraf. 

Around 1800 an unidentified member of the family added substantially to the coin and medal collection, contributing 
some significant rarities as well as a number of 18th Century pieces in mint condition. The collection itself was housed 
at Schloss Gracht until 1957 and, it is believed, has remained unresearched and unknown to numismatists until now. 
The decision has been taken to submit a selection of pieces for third-party grading and these have been placed in 
NGC holders with labels which include the Wolff Metternich provenance; further details will be found within the 
catalogue. 

Later generations of the Wolff Metternich zur Gracht family have included the distinguished diplomat Paul Wolff 
Metternich, G.C.V.O (1853-1934), German Ambassador to the Court of St James’s between 1901 and 1912, and the art 
historian Professor Franz Wolff Metternich (1893-1878). Charged with implementing the Third Reich’s Kunstschutz 
policy in France following the Occupation of Paris in 1940, Franz Wolff Metternich famously allowed the Director of 
the Louvre, Jacques Jaujard, to close the museum ‘for repairs’ for three days during August 1940. The time was used 
by its curators to evacuate the museum’s most important treasures and after the war, on Jaujard’s recommendation, 
Franz Wolff Metternich received the Légion d’Honneur from President Charles de Gaulle.
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Order of Sale

The Wolff Metternich Collection

Tuesday 19 July 2022

Starting at 10.30 am

German Coins and Medals:
Aachen - Bremen  lots 1-31
Brunswick Wolfenbüttel - Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover lots 32-118
Corvey - Halberstadt lots 119-161
Hamburg - Kempten lots 162-198
Köln - Konstanz lots 199-234

Starting at 2.00 pm

German Coins and Medals (continued):
Landau - Minden  lots 235-272
Münster - Nuremberg  lots 273-323
Olmutz - Paderborn   lots 324-369
Passau - Prussia  lots 370-404
Saxony - Zellerfeld  lots 405-490
Miscellaneous   lot 491
Banknote  lot 492

Wednesday 20 July 2022

Starting at 10.30 am

Other European Coins and Medals:
Roman and Merovingian Gold Coins lots 493-497
European Gold Coins lots 498-573
European Silver and Base Metal Coins and Medals lots 574-692
 

Thursday 21 July 2022

Coins and Medals from Other Properties
See separate catalogue
  

Illustrations of every lot included in this sale can be found online at:
www.mortonandeden.com

www.biddr.ch
and

www.invaluable.com
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1 
Aachen, ratszeichen of 8 marck, undated (1713), woman standing pouring wine into a glass, rev., Imperial eagle, 3.51g 
(Menadier 4), nearly very fine and rare     £150-180

2 
Altenburg, Friedrich II (1215-50), bracteate (Bonhoff 1190), crinkled, fine; together with various mainly North German 
hohpfennigen, etc. 14th Century or later (43), many fine     £150-200

3 
Anhalt-Schaumburg, Carl Ludwig (1772-1806), half-konventionstaler, 1774, Frankfurt, struck from silver from the 
Holzappeler mine, six-line inscription, rev., view of the mine, 11.71g (Mann 847), extremely fine, reverse better, scarce, in 
NGC holder graded MS62+     £500-700

4 
Augsburg, Coronation of Joseph I as King of Rome, 1690, small silver medals (7), all with equestrian figures on 
obverse, comprising Emperor Leopold I, rev., Imperial eagle, Elector of Bayern, rev., seated figure beneath thunderbolts, 
Elector of Brandenburg, rev., column, Elector of Köln, rev., shield, Elector of Mainz, rev., wheel, Elector of Pfalz, rev., tree, 
Elector of Saxony, rev., head beneath cloud, 17-17.5mm, extremely fine or better  (7)     £300-400

5 
Augsburg, Ratsmedal, 1697, in silver, by P.H. Müller, Genius holding two shields, SS Ulrich and Afra above, city pyr 
between, city view below, rev., two river gods, four shields below, five above, 43.9mm, 32.97g (Forster 81), good very fine   
   £400-600

6 
Augsburg, Karl VI (1711-40), ducat, 1715, 3.48g (F. 86), a couple of small surface scratches on obverse, good very 
fine  £1,000-1,200
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7 
Augsburg, Karl VI, reichstaler, 1725, by P.H. Müller, hollowed and split into two halves to form a box-taler, city arms, 
rev., bust right (cf. Dav. 1919), contents lacking, about extremely fine     £200-300

8 
Augsburg, Karl VI, ducat, 1742, 3.49g (F. 94), mint state and lustrous, in NGC holder graded MS64     £1,500-2,000

9 
Baden-Durlach, Karl August and Magdalene Wilhemina (1738-45), ducat, 1738, 3.47g (F. 138), with a test-mark 
and a little buckled, very fine £1,000-1,500

10  
Bamberg, Johann Philipp Anton von Frankenstein (1746-53), Death, 3 June 1753, groschen (2), Nuremberg, 
arms, rev., eleven-line legend, 2.20, 2.15g (Krug 407), extremely fine or better; Franz Ludwig von Erthal (1779-95), 
Death, 14 February 1795, groschen, Nuremberg, arms, rev., eleven-line legend (Krug 428), almost extremely fine  (3)   
   £200-250

11  
Bavaria, Maximilian II Emanuel (1679-1726), ducat, 1687, 3.46g (F. 217), struck slightly off-centre, good very fine 
 £3,000-4,000

12  
Bavaria, Karl Albert (1726-44), ducat, 1739, 3.45g, (F. 236), good fine £400-600
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13  
Bavaria, Maximilian III Joseph (1745-77), Marriage, 1747, ducat, 1747, conjoined busts right, rev., rising sun in 
landscape, 3.45g (F. 243), small test-cut on rim and scratched in obverse field, about fine    £400-600

14  
Bavaria, Marriage of Maximilian Joseph to Maria Anna von Sachsen, silver medal, by F.A. Schega, undated 
(1747), armoured bust of Maximilian Joseph right wearing badge of the Order of St George, rev., bust of Maria Anna left, 
61.7mm, 106.07g (Witt. 2235), rev. scuffed, about extremely fine    £600-800

15  
Bavaria, Maximilian III Joseph, max d’or, 1752, 6.45g (F. 242), adjustment marks on reverse, fine £400-600

16  
Bavaria, Maximilian III Joseph, ducat, 1765, 3.46g (F. 249), buckled and with digs in obverse field, devices good 
fine  £400-600

17   
Bavaria, Karl Theodor von Pfalz (1777-99), ducat on the Vicariat, 1790, 3.48g (F. 258; Hahn 361), attractive reddish 
tone streaks contrasting with original mint brilliance, mint state, in NGC holder graded MS63 £5,000-7,000
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18  
Bavaria, Karl Theodor von Pfalz, ducat on the Vicariat, 1792, 3.49g (F. 261; Hahn 368), light reddish tone on obverse 
and full mint brilliance evident on reverse, mint state, in NGC holder graded MS65   £8,000-10,000

19  
Bohemia, cast silver-gilt Memento Mori medal by Wolf Milicz, circa 1540, Solomon and Croesus seated in hall, 
rev., Putti reclining, city view in background, 39.1mm, 13.90g (Katz 304), very fine     £200-250

20  
Bonn, wine tokens (4), all 1699, wine flagon, rev., city arms (Noss 4), generally about very fine; Köln City, wine token, 
1730, wine glass, rev., city arms (Noss 618), with copper plug, extremely fine (5)     £200-300

21  
Brandenburg-Ansbach, Joachim Ernst (1603-25), reichstaler, 1625 Roth, facing bust dividing date, rev., arms, 
27.64g (Dav. 6230), has been mounted, good fine     £200-250

22  
Brandenburg-Ansbach, Johann Friedrich (1667-86), ducat, 1680, 3.47g (F. 334), rim grazed in two places and 
with a substantial die flaw below bust, about very fine  £1,500-2,000

23  
Brandenburg-Ansbach, Karl Wilhelm Friedrich (1729-57), ducat, 1754, in commemoration of the wedding of 
Christian Friedrich Karl Alexander and Karoline von Sachsen-Saalfeld, 3.47g (F. 3585), minor surface marks, very fine 
 £800-1,000

24  
Brandenburg-Ansbach, Christian Friedrich Karl Alexander (1757-91), ducat, 1763, 3.47g (F. 358), scratched in 
obverse field, otherwise good very fine  £800-1,200

19 21
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25  
Brandenburg-Bayreuth, Christian (1603-55), ducat, 1642, 3.47g (F. 370), lightly buckled, good very fine   £500-700

26  
Brandenburg-Franconia, Friedrich and Sigismund (1486-1495), goldgulden, Schwabach mint, undated, 3.30g 
(F. 305), very fine  £300-400

27  
Bremen, Bishopric, Johan III van Rode (1497-1511), 4 grote, 1499, St Peter enthroned, rev., key, 2.95g (Frey 497), 
crease and reverse scratch, almost very fine     £150-200

28  
Bremen, City, or Danzig, struck silver Marriage Medal, unsigned, by Johann Blum or Sebastian Dadler, circa 
1640, couple embracing, two doves below, rev., mother hen with five chicks between palm trees, 53.8mm, 44.00g (Goppel 
1028), extremely fine and toned     £500-700

29  
Bremen, City, cast silver Marriage Medal, 1642, by Johann Blum, type similar to the last, 30.2mm (Jungk. 9), gilt, 
good fine; other German silver medals (8), Filial Piety, silver medals (2), mid-18th Century, Abraham offering Isaac, rev., 
the Holy Family, 34.8mm (Goppel 1149), three trees in a pot, rev., two tablets bearing the fourth commandment, 21.9m 
(Goppel 1142) , fine and better; cast silver friendship medal, David and Jonathon, rev., clasped hands, Memento Mori 
below, 39.2mm, about fine; The Decalogue , silver, medal, two tablets, rev., woman holding palm  seated with child, 
22mm; Peace of Rijswijk, 1697, silver medal, by Jan van Luder, 20.8mm (v.L. IV, 248), good very fine; Masonic, silver 
medal, temple, rev., Masonic instruments, in ex. Anno 4052 D. 4 Janvar, 24.1mm, extremely fine; miniature silver medals 
(2), Salvator and Lord’s Prayer, 13 and 13.2 mm, good very fine and fine  (9)     £200-250

30  
Bremen, City, Peace of Münster and Osnabrück, 1649, silver medal, by Johann Blum, Pax standing holding olive 
branch and blowing horn, rev., twelve-line inscription, 43.2mm, 21.49g (Jungk 18; Pax in Nummis 120), scuffed, very fine 
      £150-200

31  
Bremen and Verden, Karl XI of Sweden (1660-97), sixth-taler, 1674 Stade, bust right, rev., arms, 4.48g (Ahl. 28), 
very fine     £200-250

32  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Julius (1568-89), quarter-lichttaler, 1579 Goslar (Welter 591), fine, reverse better; 
Lüneburg, doppelshilling, 1530 (Jesses 1619), traces of verdigris, very good; Hannover, Leopold I, mariengroschen, 
1679, very fine  (3)     £120-150
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33  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Julius, lichttaler, type III, 1586 Goslar, arms surmounted by six helmets, rev., Wildman 
holding torch in his left hand, 28.96g (Wellter 578; Fiala:4, 287; Dav. 9064), very fine     £200-250

34  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Heinrich Julius (1589-1613), “Rebellentaler”, 1595 Goslar, Wildman holding torch in left 
hand and spear in right, hound below, rev., the rebel Korah devoured by the earth, arms around, 28.85g (Welter 627; Fiala 
4, 480: Dav. 9088), very fine      £300-350

35  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Heinrich Julius, “Lügentaler”, 1596, Goslar, Wildman to right of helmeted arms, rev., 
flying Victory, with date above and around, over crouching lion, 28.64g (Welter 628; Fiala 4, 490; Dav. 9090), good fine 
 £200-250

36  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Heinrich Julius, “Warheitstaler” (3), 1597, 1598 (2), all Goslar, four-line inscription, date 
beneath, rev., Veritas, twelve arms around, 29.06, 28.86, 28.10 (Welter 629, Fiala 4, 504, 528 (2); Dav. 9091), 1597 almost 
very fine, both 1598 (2) pieces ex-mount, fine and better  (3)     £300-350

37  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Heinrich Julius, “Wasptaler”, 1599 Goslar, central three arms, nine around, rev., eagle 
above seated lion, wasps swarming around, 28.88g (Welter 630; Fiala 4, 539; Dav., 9992), very fine     £300-350

38  
Brunswick Wolfenbüttel, Heinrich Julius, talers (2), 1603 Andreasberg, 1605 Zellerfeld, multi-helmeted, arms, 
Wildman holding tree stump, 28.39, 28.99g (Welter 645A, 645B; Fiala 4, 562, 671; Dav. 6285), second somewhat 
discoloured, very fine  (2)     £250-300

39  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Friedrich Ulrich (1613-34), 12 kreuzer klippe kippermünze, 1621, uncertain mint, 
Wildman, rev., imperial arms with the title of Ferdinand II, 9.77g (Welter 1082B; Fiala 4, 1485), trace of mounting above 
Wildman, otherwise very fine and very rare as a klippe     £150-200
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40  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Christian, Bishop of Halberstadt (1617-26), so-called ‘pfaffenfeindgoldgulden’, 1622, 
obv., legend, rev., tovt avec diev, arm with vambrace and gauntlet emerging from clouds holding sword, 3.21g (F. 636 [as 
‘ducat’]; Welter 1376 [as ‘ducat’]), of correct weight for goldgulden, very fine and very rare      £10,000-15,000

‘Mad’ Christian of Halberstadt established a mercenary army in 1621 on behalf of the ‘Winter King’ Friedrich V of the Palatinate. From 
his base in Lippstadt he attacked Münster, Paderborn and Liesborn before joining forces with the army of Count Ernst von Mansfeld.

41  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Christian, Bishop of Halberstadt, silver striking of a goldgulden, 1622  
(‘pfaffenfeindgoldgulden’), type similar to the last, 1.84g (cf. Welter 1376; Fiala 4, 1812), edge chipped by sword, very fine 
and very rare     £400-600

42  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, August der Jüngere (1635-66), reichstaler, 1639 Zellerfeld, helmeted, arms, rev., 
Wildman holding tree stump, 28.90g (Welter 819; Fiala 6, 69; Dav. 6338), weak in places, very fine     £150-200

43  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, August der Jüngere, seventh glockentaler, 1643 Zellerfeld, helmeted arms, rev., bell with 
clapper over a view of Wolfenbüttel, 28.94g (Welter 816; Fiala 6, 221; Dav. 6375 C/J), better than very fine     £300-400

44  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, August der Jüngere, quarter-reichstaler, 1647 over 6, Zellerfeld, half-length bust left, rev., 
crowned arms, 7.13g (Welter 835; Fiala 6, 236), very fine and very rare     £400-600

45  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, August der Jüngere, reichstaler, 1649 hs (for mintmaster Henning Schlüter) Zellerfeld, 
half-length figure left holding Marshal’s baton and helmet, rev., helmeted arms, 28.95g (Welter 797; Fiala 6, 252; Dav. 
6348); together with 2 mariengroschen feinsilber, 1656 Goslar, 1.17g (Welter 848; Fiala 6, 313), very fine  (2)    £200-300
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46  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, August der Jüngere, reisetaler, undated (1650) Zellerfeld, bust threequarters facing right, 
rev., two ships, standing figure waiting to embark, 28.80g (Welter 804a; Fiala 6, 266; Dav. 6358), extremely fine, rare 
thus     £500-700

47  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, August der Jüngere, reichstaler, 1657 Zellerfeld, bust threequarters right, with legend on 
bands on a laurel spray, rev., helmeted arms over laurel sprays, 28.87g (Welter 801; Fiala 6, 317; Dav. 6353), very fine     
 £300-400

48  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, August der Jüngere, reichstaler, 1657 Zellerfeld, ‘hausknechtstaler’, helmeted arms, rev., 
Wildman holding horizontal tree stump, 28.95g (Welter 822; Fiala 6, 121; Dav. 6341), about extremely fine     £250-300

49  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, August der Jüngere, reichstaler, 1659, 5 of date over 6 (?), Zellerfeld, helmeted arms, rev., 
Wildman holding tree stump, 28.58g (Welter 823; Fiala -; Dav. 6343), very fine, rare of this date     £250-300 
 
50  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, August der Jüngere, reichstaler, 1661 Zellerfeld, similar to the last, 28.63g (Welter 801; 
Fiala 6, 330; Dav. 6353), better than very fine     £350-400

51  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, August der Jüngere, reichstaler, 1663, Zellerfeld hausknechtstaler, helmeted arms, rev., 
Wildman holding horizontal tree stump (Welter 622; Fiala -; Dav. 6341), better than very fine     £200-250

52  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, August der Jüngere. reichstaler, 1666 Zellerfeld, helmeted, arms, rev., Wildman holding 
tree stump, 28.87g (Welter 823; Fiala 6, 159; Dav.6344), good very fine     £250-300
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53  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, August der Jüngere, August’s 88th Birthday, 10 April 1666, löser of four reichstaler, two 
standing goddesses, one to the left holding a sword, in her left hand, one to the right holding palm branch in her left hand, 
holding in their other hands a crown and a laurel wreath above facing bust of August wearing a cap, scroll below, rev., 
central helmeted Brunswick arms, fourteen shields around, 4 stamped beneath lower shield, 115.03g (Welter 781A; Fiala 6, 
347; Dav. & Sond. 84), edge fault beneath bust, extremely fine and attractively toned, rare     £3,500-4,000

54  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Rudolf August (1666-85), Capture of the City of Brunswick, 1671, reichstaler, Clausthal, 
bust left, rev.  trophy of arms, 29.08g (Welter 1837; Fiala 6, 558; Dav. 6384), very fine and scarce     £500-700

55  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Rudolf August and Anton Ulrich (1685-1704), 6 mariengroschen (6), 1689 (5), 1694 
(Welter 2091), mariengroschen, 1687 (Welter 2110); Anton Ulrich (1704-14), 6 mariengroschen,1708 (Welter 2318), 
generally very fine or slightly better  (8)     £150-200

56  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Rudolf August and Anton Ulrich, 24 mariengroschen (5), 1690, 1692 Zellerfeld, 
Wildman holding tree stump, rev., value, 12.97, 13.02g (Welter 2079; Fiala 6, 639, 658; Dav.336), extremely fine; 1690, 
1692, 1694, prancing horse, rev., value, last in Roman numerals (Welter 2080 (2), 2082; Dav. 337 (2), 332), very fine  (5) 
      £300-400

57  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Rudolf August and Anton Ulrich, reichstaler, 1693 Goslar, conjoined busts right, 
rev.  trophy of arms, 28.96g (Welter 2066; Fiala 6, 764; Dav. 6395), good very fine     £250-300
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58  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Death of Sophie Amelia, wife of August Wilhelm, 1710, silver medal of double weight, 
by S. Reinhard, bust right, rev., swan over globe, 48.5mm, 87.62g (Brockmann 295), edge bruised, good very fine     
 £400-600

59  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Anton Ulrich (1704-1714), reichstaler, 1712 Zellerfeld, helmeted arms, rev., Wildman, 
29.13g (Welter 2303; Fiala 6, 1090; Dav.2717), very fine     £200-250

60  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Anton Ulrich, 24 mariengroschen, 1713 (Welter 2309; Dav. 346); 6 mariengroschen (3), 
1706 (2), 1713 (Welter 2318, 2319), good very fine or better  (4)     £150-200

61  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, August Wilhelm (1714-31), reichstaler, 1714 Zellerfeld, helmeted arms, rev., Wildman 
holding tree stump, 28.96g (Welter 2376; Fiala 6, 1242; Dav. 2126), very fine     £200-300

62  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, August Wilhelm 2 mariengroschen, 1723 (Welter 2407); Carl I (1735-80), 6 
mariengroschen (2), 1738, 1777, 4 mariengroschen (3), 1743, 1745, 1778, 2 mariengroschen (2), 1736, 1753, (Welter 2752 
(2), 2753, 2754 (2), 2758, 2760), very fine to extremely fine; Hannover, Georg III, twelfth-talers (2), 1804, 1805 (Welter 
2853), good fine  (10)     £200-250

63  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, August Wilhelm, reichstaler, 1727, Zellerfeld, helmeted arms, rev., Wildman holding tree 
stump, 29.17g (Welter 2376; Fiala 6, 1338; Dav. 2126), very fine     £200-300

64  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Carl I (1735-80), ducat, 1739, 3.46g (F. 712; Welter 2704), on a slightly wavy and lightly 
adjusted flan, very fine   £600-800
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65  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Carl I, reichstaler, 1746, struck from silver from the Lauenthals Glück mine, crowned arms 
supported by Wildman either side, rev., Fortuna playing a lute, mining scene in background, edge plain, 29.20g (Welter 
type 2727 date unlisted; Fiala 6, unlisted), better than extremely fine and apparently unpublished for this date, in NGC 
holder graded MS62    £2,000-3,000

66   
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Carl, 24 mariengroschen (3), 1747, 1762, 1767 (Welter 2735; Dav.362); 12 mariengroschen 
(2), 1738, 1747 (Welter 2742), extremely fine  (5)     £200-250

67  
Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, Carl Wilhelm Ferdinand (1780-1806), ducat, 1780, 3.48g (F. 723; Welter 2898), 
characterised by traces of double-striking, mint state, in NGC holder graded MS63    £1,500-2,000

68  
Brunswick-Lüneburg-Celle, Christian, Bishop of Minden (1611-33), reichstaler, 1624, Celle, bust right, rev. 
helmeted arms, 28.85g (Welter 921, Fiala 7, 171; Dav. 6456), very fine; silbergroschen (2), both 1621, lion rampant, rev., 
four-line legend, 1.39. 0.85g (Welter 960; Fiala, 7, 56, 57), first clipped and creased, good fine to very fine  (3)    £150-200

69  
Brunswick-Lüneburg-Celle, August der Ältere, Bishop of Ratzeburg (1633-36), reichstaler, 1634 Clausthal, bust 
right, legend ends lun, rev., helmeted arms, 28.93g (Welter 1882; Fiala 7, 376 var.; Dav. 5732), about very fine    £200-250

70  
Brunswick-Lüneburg-Celle, Friedrich von Celle (1636-48), reichstalers (2), 1637, 1638, both Clausthal, bust right, 
rev., helmeted arms (Welter 1414; Fiala 7, 508, 526; Dav. 6492), good fine and slightly better  (2)     £200-250

71  
Brunswick-Lüneburg-Celle, Friedrich von Celle, reichstaler, undated (1643-48), Zellerfeld, half-length figure right 
holding marshal’s baton, rev., helmeted arms, 28.94g (Welter 1410; Fiala 7, 489; Dav. 6499), good very fine     £250-300

72  
Brunswick-Lüneburg-Celle, Friedrich von Celle, reichstaler, 1645 Clausthal, bust right, rev., helmeted arms, 29.08g 
(Welter 1415; Fiala 7, 648; Dav. 6497), minor weakness, extremely fine and toned     £250-300
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73  
Brunswick-Lüneberg-Celle, Christian Ludwig (1648-65), reichstalers (2), 1656, 1660 Clausthal, helmeted arms, 
rev., prancing horse (Welter 1511; Fiala 7, 1038, 1078; Dav. 6521); sixteenth-taler, 1661, crownded CL monogram, rev., 
prancing horse (Welter 1527; Fiala 7, 1086); 2 mariengroschen, 1655, crowned monogram, rev., value (Welter 1528; Fiala 
7, 1034), twenty-fourth taler, 1665, orb, rev., prancing horse (Welter 1530; Fiala 7, 1128), third mounted and last plugged, 
mostly very fine  (5)     £250-300

74  
Brunswick-Lüneberg-Celle, Christian Ludwig, reichstalers (2), 1662, 1663, Clausthal, helmeted arms, rev., prancing 
horse, 28.25, 28.79g (Welter 1511; Fiala 7, 1090, 1097; Dav. 6521), very fine  (2) £250-300

75  
Brunswick-Lüneburg-Celle, George Wilhelm (1665-1705), reichstaler, 1673, Celle, mintmaster Rudolf Dornstrauch, 
prancing horse, rev., helmeted arms, 28.75g (Welter 1577; Fiala 7, 1294; Dav. 6538), extremely fine and toned, excessively 
rare     £2,000-3,000

76  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, Georg Wilhelm (1648-65), reichstaler, 1651 Zellerfeld, helmeted arms, rev., 
Wildman holding tree stump, 28.71g (Welter 1579; Fiala 7, 1204; Dav, 6527), reverse staining, very fine     £200-250

77  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, Georg Wilhelm, reichstaler, 1665 Zellerfeld, helmeted arms, rev., Wildman 
holding tree stump, 29.05g (Welter 1579; Fiala 7, 1284; Dav, 6527), attempted piercing, very fine     £150-200

78  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, Johann Friedrich (1665-79), two-thirds taler, 1676 without mintmaster’s 
initials, Hannover, draped bust left, rev., island with palm tree, ship either side, 16.67g (Welter 1731; Fiala 7, 2505; Dav. 
380A), good very fine and toned     £200-250

79  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, Johann Friedrich, Death, 1679, quarter-taler, Zellerfeld, helmeted arms, rev., 
thirteen-line inscription, 7.21g (Welter 1778; Fiala 7, 2188), extremely fine     £250-300
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80  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, Ernst August (1679-98), silver medal of 3½ talers weight, 1680, by Rudolf 
Bornemann, Zellerfeld, armoured and cuirassed bust right, rev., sun above sea view with ship in distance, palm tree, ship’s 
wheel and rock in foreground, 63mm, 101.80g (Brockmann 692; Fiala 1250), gilt, very fine     £300-400

81  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, Ernst August, löser of 1½ talers, 1681, Zellerfeld, mintmaster Rudolf Bornemann, 
crowned monogram within wreath, fifteen arms around, value stamped below, rev., prancing horse above mining scene, 
42.29g (Welter 1925; Fiala 7, 2332; Dav & Sond. 240), good very fine and scarce    £1,000-1,200

82  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, Ernst August, silver mining medal, undated (1686), unsigned (by Heinrich 
Bonhorst), Saturn standing by mine building holding cornucopiae dropping coins into a pot, rev., Saturn standing left 
carrying cornucopiae on shoulder, mining scene in background, 65mm, 105.27g (Brockmann 739; Fiala 7, 2308), obverse 
scratch, extremely fine and rare     £800-1,000
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83  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, Sophia Charlotte, silver medal, 1691, by A. Karlsteen, bust right, rev., four 
beehives, tree to right, 50.3mm, 61.73g (Brockmann 762), only fine but rare    £200-250

84  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, Ernst August, two-thirds taler, 1692, crowned arms, rev., Wildman holding tree 
stump, 13.04g (Welter 1970: Fiala 7, 2427; Dav. 394), 24 mariengroschen (3), 1694 (2), 1695, 13.11, 13.12, 12.96g (Welter 
1982 (3); Fiala 7, 2446, 2446, 2458; Dav. 414 (3)), generally extremely fine or slightly better  (4)     £200-300

85  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, Georg Ludwig as Elector of Hannover (1698-1714), two-thirds taler, 1701, 
electoral arms, rev. prancing horse (Welter 2153; Dav. 418); 24 mariengroschen (8), 1698, 1699, 1702, 1708, 1709, 1711 (2), 
1715 (Welter 2158 (7), 2159; Dav. 423 (7), 424), generally extremely fine  (9)     £300-500

86  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, Georg Ludwig as Elector of Hannover, 6 mariengroschen (23), 1699, 1700, 
1703, 1708 (3), 1710 (7), 1711 over 10 (2), 1712 (4), 1713 (4) (Welter 2179 (3), 2180 (3), 2181 (9), 2182 (3), 4 mariengroschen 
(2), 1700, 1798 (Welter 2193, 2197), 2 mariengroschen, 1700 (Welter 2205), many very fine  (26)     £200-300

87  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, Georg Ludwig as Elector of Hannover, reichstaler, 1708, Zellerfeld, crowned 
arms, rev. Wildman holding tree stump (Welter 2143; Fiala 3036; Dav.2065), staining both sides, better than very fine    
  £200-250

88  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, Georg Ludwig as Elector of Hannover, third-talers (3), 1708, 1709, 1712, 
electoral arms, rev., St Andrew, 6.53. 6.48, 6.52g (Welter 2167 (2), 2169; Fiala 3604, 3619, 3631), second fine, others very 
fine  (3)     £140-180

89  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, Georg Ludwig as Elector of Hannover, reichstaler, 1713, Zellerfeld, crowned 
arms, rev. Wildman holding tree stump, 29.18g (Welter 2144; Fiala 3085; Dav. 2066), some weakness, very fine or slightly 
better     £200-300

90  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, Georg Ludwig as Elector of Hannover and George I of Great Britain 
(1714-27), sixth-reichstalers (3), 1719 (2), 1721 Clausthal, St. Andrew, rev. arms, value in centre, 3.24, 3.25, 3.23g (Welter 
2256; Smith 52), generally very fine  (3)     £100-150

91  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, Georg Ludwig as Elector of Hannover and George I of Great Britain, 
reichstaler, 1723 Clausthal, quartered arms of Great Britain, Hannover and France supported by lion and unicorn, rev., 
prancing horse, 29.51g (Welter 2238; Fiala 7, 3518; Smith 83; Dav. 2072), very fine     £200-300

92  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, Georg Ludwig as Elector of Hannover and George I of Great Britain, 
quarter-reichstaler, 1724 Zellerfeld, quartered arms of Great Britain, Hannover and France supported by lion and unicorn, 
rev., Wildman holding tree stump, 7.16g (Welter 2253; Fiala 7, 3168; Smith 49), very fine and extremely rare    £500-700

93  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, Georg Ludwig as Elector of Hannover and George I of Great Britain, 
reichstaler, 1726 Clausthal, bust right, rev., quartered arms of Great Britain, Hannover and France supported by lion and 
unicorn, 29.38g (Welter 2230; Fiala 7, 3546; Smith 27; Dav. 2076), better than very fine     £250-300
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94  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George II (1727-60), ducat, 1729 s, Clausthal mint, 3.45g (F. 598; cf. Smith 111, 
date not listed; cf. Welter 2531), considerable surface scratches on reverse, otherwise good very fine    £700-1,000

95  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George II, sixth taler, 1729, Clausthal, arms with value in centre, rev.,  St Andrew, 
3.26g (Welter 2612; Fiala 7, 4248; Smith 163), good very fine and rare      £120-150

96  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George II, half-ducat, 1730, 1.67g (F. 603; Smith 113; (Welter 2537), minor marks, 
generally very fine     £300-400

97  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George II, sixth-talers (3), 1732, Clausthal, crowned quartered arms, rev., St. 
Andrew (Welter 2615; Smith 166), 1735; Zellerfeld, crowned quartered arms, rev. Wildman holding tree stump (Welter 
2617; Smith 167); and 1736 Clausthal, bust left, rev., crowned quartered arms (Welter 2609; Smith 162), first two extremely 
fine, last only about very fine but rare  (3)     £200-250

98  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George II, 1 pfenning struck in gold, type 1, 1732 s, Clausthal, St Andrew, rev., 
without ornaments, 3.32g (Smith 116; Welter 2542), edge filed / adjusted, one or two light marks but practically as struck, 
in NGC holder graded UNC DETAILS / EDGE FILING     £400-600

99  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George II, 1 pfenning struck in gold, type 2, undated, Clausthal, Wildman holding 
tree with branches on both sides, cps below, 3.38g (Smith 117; Welter 2543), practically as struck   £400-600

100  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George II, third-taler, 1736 Clausthal, bust left, rev., quartered arms, 6.35g 
(Welter 2594; Smith 147), extremely fine and rare     £400-600

101  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George II, third-taler, 1736 Clausthal, quartered arms, rev., prancing horse, 6.53g 
(Welter 2601; Fiala 3810; Smith 152), very fine and very rare     £300-400

102  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George II, sixth-taler, 1736 Clausthal, bust left, rev., crowned quartered arms, 
3.16g (Welter 2609; Fiala 7-; Smith 162), good extremely fine and scarce     £200-250

103  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George II, twelfth-talers (2), 1736, 1745, Clausthal, value and date, rev., prancing 
horse, 3.07, 2.89g (Welter, 2626, 2628 both dates unlisted; Smith 176, 177), second with adjustment marks, very fine or 
better, both very rare  (2)     £250-300
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104  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George II, Death of Wilhelmine Karoline, 1737, quarter-taler, Clausthal, 
bust left, four-line biographical details below, rev., eighteen-line legend, 6.41g (Welter 2667; Smith 205; Fiala 7, 4352a), 
minor scratch behind bust, otherwise extremely fine and very rare, in NGC holder graded MS61     £1,000-1,500

105  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George II, two-thirds taler, 1739 Clausthal, bust left, rev., crowned quartered 
arms, 13.33g (Welter 2572; Fiala 7, 6169; Smith 133; Dav. 430)¸ extremely fine and very rare     £1,200-1,500

106  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George II, third-talers (2), 1743, 1751, crownd quartered arms, rev., St. Andrew, 
6.46, 6.58g (Welter 2598; Smith 149), good very fine and extremely fine, both scarce  (2)     £200-250

107  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George II, White Swan mine reichstaler, 1745, Zellerfeld, crowned quartered 
arms, rev., swan on lake, 29.22g (Welter 2568, Fiala 7, 3963, Smith 131; Dav. 2518), weak as is usual for this issue, very 
fine     £300-400

108  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George II, reichstaler, 1748 Clausthal, crowned quartered arms, rev. St Andrew, 
29.45g (Welter 2558; Fiala 7, 4283, Smith 122; Dav. 2089), about very fine     £300-350

109  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George II, ducat, 1751, Hannover, 3.49g (F. 614; Smith 109; Welter 2528), obverse 
with severe scratches, otherwise very fine or better     £350-450

110  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George II, 1 goldgulden / 2 taler, 1756 ias, 3.22g (F. 611; Smith 104; cf Welter 
2520-1), very fine   £350-450

111  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George II, reichstaler, 1758 Clausthal, crowned quartered arms, rev., prancing 
horse, 29.74g (Welter 2560; Fiala 7, 4217; Smith 124D ; Dav. 2086), better than very fine     £300-350
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112  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George II, two-thirds taler, 1760, Zellerfeld, quartered arms, rev., Wildman 
holding tree stump (Welter 2578; Fiala 7, 3947; Smith 236B; Dav. 435), good very fine     £120-150

113  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George II, miscellaneous minor issues (15), 4 mariengroschen (5), 1727, 1735, 
1736 (2), 1746, 2 mariengroschen (5), 1734, 1740, 1734, 1744, 1745; twenty-fourth talers (2), both 1735, mariengroschen (2), 
1735, 1745, 4 pfennig, 1735 (Welter 2621 (2), 2625 (3), 2630 (2), 2633 (3), 2636 (2), 2638, 2641, 2644), many extremely 
fine, some scarce  (15)     £200-300

114  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George III, reichstaler, 1763 Clausthal, crowned quartered arms, rev., St Andrew, 
29.13g (Welter 2802; Smith 221; Dav. 2104), very fine     £200-250

115  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George III, two-thirds talers (2), 1765, 1770, both Zellerfeld (Welter 2812; Smith 
229); sixth-taler, 1762 Clausthal (Welter 2839; Smith 242); 4 mariengroschen, 1778 Zellerfeld (Welter 2846; Smith 244), 
all virtually mint state; twelfth-talers (2), 1792, 1803; 3 mariengroschen 1820; Hannover, Ernst August (1837-51), 
twenty-fourth taler, 1839, fine to very fine  (8)     £200-250

116  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George III, 24 mariengroschen (4), 1763, 1767 (2), 1798, all Clausthal (Welter 
2817; Smith 231) all virtually mint state (4)     £250-300

117  
Brunswick-Calenburg-Hannover, George III, Harzgold ducat, 1776 lcr, Zellerfeld, 3.47g (F. 618; Smith 216; Welter 
2793), slightly bent and one or two minor scratches, very fine  £400-600

118  
Brunswick, Harz Mines silver reckoning tokens (4), all undated (18th Century), seated cat, rev., owl on wheel, 
22.5mm (Knyphausen 7233), generally very fine  (4)     £150-200

119  
Corvey, Hermann I von Holte (1223-54), pfennig, Abbot seated with crozier and book, rev., head of St Vitus, 1.36g 
(Weingärtner 13), some weakness, very fine and rare     £300-400

120  
Corvey, Hermann I von Holte, pfennig, similar to the last, 1.10g (Weigärtner 13) flat in part, almost very fine and 
rare     £200-250

121  
Corvey, Christoph von Bellinghausen (1678-96), 16 gute groschen, 1684, crowned elaborate cipher, rev., value, 
16.58g (Dav. 496), very fine and extremely rare     £1,000-1,500
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122  
Corvey, Maximilian von Horrich (1714-21), reichstaler, 1718 Neuhaus/Münster, helmeted and mitred arms, rev., 
St Vitus, 29.04g (Dav. 2196), reverse scuffs, about extremely fine and scarce, in NGC holder graded AU55    £800-1,000

123  
Corvey, Caspar von Böselager (1737-58), ducat, 1743, 3.45g (F. 849; Ilisch/Schwede 362), edge crimped at end of the 
reverse legend, otherwise extremely fine and rare     £3,500-4,500

124  
Corvey, Caspar von Böselager, medallic 6 ducats struck from gulden dies, undated, Clausthal mint, 20.95g (cf. Dav. 
500 A; Ilisch/Schwede 366), slightly bent, extremely fine or better, in NGC holder graded AU DETAILS / BENT 
    £6,000-8,000

125  
Corvey, Philip von Spiegel zum Desenberg (1758-76), reichstaler, 1758 Zellerfeld, helmeted and mitred Abbot’s 
arms, rev., St Vitus, 29.38g (Dav. 2201), some weakness, extremely fine or better, scarce, in NGC holder graded MS63    
 £800-1,200
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126  
Corvey, Philipp Spiegel (1758-76), ducat, 1759, 3.38g (F. 850; Ilisch/Schwede 380), light test-mark and a couple of 
surface scratches, about extremely fine and rare £3,500-4,500

127  
Deutscher Orden, Klemens August von Bayern (1732-61), Grand Master’s Fiftieth Birthday and 
commemorating the assistance of the Order during the famine in Franconia, 1750, half-konventionstaler, 
by C.G. Laufer and Peter Paul Werner, Nuremberg, crowned monogram within laurel and palm wreath, rev., St. Elizabeth 
giving bread to the poor, 14.56g (Prokisch 235), mint state and attractively toned, rare thus, in NGC holder graded 
MS63+     £400-600

128  
Deutscher Orden, Klemens August von Bayern, Grand Master’s Fiftieth Birthday, 1750, silver medal, by F.A. 
Schega, bust right in the uniform and with the insignia of the Grand Master, rev., sun burst, 62mm, 95.97g (Dudik 296; 
Weiler 1977), virtually mint state, rare     £1,200-1,500

129  
Deutscher Orden, Klemens August von Bayern, Homage to the Grand Master, 1757, silver medal, unsigned, 
bust right in the uniform and with the insignia of the Grand Master, rev., angel holding monogram, mountain with sun 
above in background, 32.5mm, 21.60g (Weiler 1924), extremely fine and toned, rare     £300-350

130  
Deutscher Orden, Klemens August von Bayern, Death, 1761, quarter-konventionstaler, 1761, Nuremberg, draped 
arms, rev., nine-line inscription, 7.00g (Prokisch 237), slight reverse discoloration but virtually as struck, in NGC holder 
graded MS66     £200-300
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131  
Dortmund, City, ducat, 1742, with portrait and titles of Karl VII, 3.41g (F. 863; Berghaus 235), good fine, extremely 
rare    £5,000-7,000

132  
Dortmund, taler, 1742, in the name of Karl VII, mintmaster Gerhard Hüls of Köln, eagle facing left, rev., bust of Karl VII 
right, 29.18g (Dav. 2206), extremely fine and very rare, in NGC holder graded AU58    £8,000-10,000

133  
Dortmund, taler, 1742, in the name of Karl VII, mintmaster Gerhard Hüls of Köln, similar to the last, 29.09 (Dav. 2206), 
minor edge fault above bust, extremely fine and very rare     £6,000-8,000

134  
Düsseldorf, 15th Lower Rhinish Music Festival, 1833, silver medal, by Loos and Pfeuffer, young woman before 
seated allegory of music, rev., ten-line inscription within wreath, 42.3mm, 28.67 (Niggl. 1301), virtually as struck     
 £150-200

135  
Eichstatt, Johann Anton II (1736-57), ducat, 1738, 3.47g (F. 911), almost as struck, with much original mint colour, 
in NGC holder graded MS63   £1,500-2,000
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136  
Eichstätt, Sede Vacante, 1781, taler, 1781, Nuremberg, 3 central shields, with thirteen around, rev., city view two saints 
above (Dav.2210), edge fault above and some discoloration, almost extremely fine     £200-250

137  
Essen, Fransiska Christine (1717-76), ducat, 1754, 3.47g (F. 933), one or two light marks, almost as struck, in NGC 
holder graded MS61     £3,000-4,000

138  
Frankfurt, Karl VI Silver Coronation Jeton, by Johann Michael Hofmann and Daniel Waron, seven-line inscription, 
rev., globe in clouds, 26mm, 3.90g (Förschner 199); Homage to Karl VII, 1742, silver strikings of double ducat and 
ducats (3), bust right, rev., Decalogue on altar, 26mm, 22mm (3) (Förschner 248, 249), extremely fine; silver striking of 
ducat, by Johann Leonhard Oexlein, bust right, rev., crown, 22mm (Förschner 254), creased, extremely fine  (6)    
 £250-300

139  
Frankfurt, Election of Karl VII, 1742, double ducat, 1742, 6.91g (F. 1002; Förschner 235), small punch-mark at centre 
of obverse, fine or good fine     £400-600

140  
Frankfurt, Election of Karl VII, 1742, medallic 25 ducats, by F.A. Schega, 1742, 87.49g (Förschner 242), a somewhat 
later striking, with a couple of rim nicks and light marks from handling, good extremely fine, in NGC holder graded 
MS62  £10,000-15,000

141  
Frankfurt, Election of Karl VII, 1742, double ducat, 1742, 6.89g (F. 999; Förschner 248), almost as struck, in NGC 
holder graded MS62    £2,000-2,500
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142  
Frankfurt, Election of Karl VII, 1742, ducat, 1742, 3.44g (F. 1000; Förschner 249), also with contact wear and 
scratched above bust, fine    £250-350

143  
Frankfurt, Election of Karl VII, 1742, ducat, 1742, 3.43g (F. 1003; Förschner 254), very fine   £600-800

144  
Frankfurt, Homage of the City to Karl VII, 1742, silver medal, by Peter Paul Werner and Johann Leonard Oexlein, 
bust right, rev., Wisdom and Fortitude standing before crowned Germania, 44mm, 29.99g (Förschner 262), virtually as 
struck     £400-600

145  
Frankfurt, Homage of the City to Karl VII, 1742, silver medal, by Peter Paul Werner, bust right, rev., Imperial eagle 
on pillar standing figures of Charlemagne and Ludwig von Bayern either side, 44mm, 29.22g (Förschner 264), virtually as 
struck     £400-600

146  
Frankfurt, Homage of the City to Francis I, 1745, silver medal, by Johann Leonhard Oexlein, bust right, rev., Apollo 
in sun chariot, 32mm, 14.76g (Förschner 296), almost as struck     £250-300

147  
Frankfurt, Coronation of Francis I, 1745, 1¼ ducats, 1745, 4.34g (F. 1009a; Förschner 311), mint state, in NGC 
holder graded MS63  £400-600

148  
Frankfurt, Francis I Silver Coronation Jetons, 1745 (4), 1½ ducats in silver (2), ¾ ducats in silver (2), Imperial 
crown above seven-line inscription, rev., crown and crossed sword and sceptre on altar, 26 (2), 21mm (2) (Förschner 311 
(2). 312 (2)), extremely fine or better (4)     £200-250
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149  
Frankfurt, Coronation of Joseph II, 1764, threequarters-ducat, 1764, 2.62g (F. 1015; Förschner 355), brilliant mint 
state, in NGC holder graded MS66     £1,500-2,000

150  
Frankfurt, Joseph I Silver Coronation Jetons, 1764 (10), 1¼ ducats in silver (4), ¾ ducats in silver (6), crown over 
nine-line inscription, rev., crossed sword and sceptre on globe, 25 (4), 21mm (6) (Förschner 354 (4), 355 (6)), extremely 
fine or better (10)     £300-350

151  
Frankfurt, Coronation of Leopold II, 1790, threequarters-ducat, 1790, 2,62g (F. 1015; Förschner 393), light hairlines, 
virtually mint state, in NGC holder graded MS63 PL     £600-800

152  
Frankfurt, Francis II, Coronation, 1792, silver striking of ducat, bust right, rev., crown over sword and sceptre on 
altar, 22mm (Föschner 406); silver Coronation Jetons (12), 1¼ ducats in silver (3), ¾ ducats in silver (9), 24.4mm (3), 
20mm (9) (Förschner 407 (3), 408 (9)), extremely fine to mint state  (13)     £300-400

153  
Frankfurt under French Occupation, 1796, Contribution ducat, 1796, 3.50g (F. 1025; J. u F. 964), minimal traces of 
handling, mint state with much original colour     £800-1,200

154  
Friedburg, Johann Eitel Diede II zum Fürstenstein (1745-48), two-thirds taler, 1747 Clausthal, in the name of 
Francis I, standing armoured figure of St George spearing dragon, rev., Imperial arms, 14.56g (Dav. 519; Lejeune 76), 
almost extremely fine and scarce     £250-300

155  
Fulda, Gottfried (1096-1109) or Wolfram (1109-14), denar, Facing bust of St. Boniface holding crozier and book, 
rev., fvda, cross, 0.75g (Dann, 2079), weak in places, very fine and rare     £300-400

156  
Fulda, Gottfried (1096-1109) or Wolfram (1109-14), denar, bust of St. Boniface right holding crozier, rev., fvlda, 
cross, 0.68g (Dann. 2085), small crack and some weakness, very fine     £250-300
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157  
Fulda, Placidus von Droste (1678-1700), double-taler, 1687, bust right, rev., arms, 57.55 (Dav. 5317), good fine and 
extremely rare     £4,000-5,000

158  
Fulda, Heinrich VIII von Bibra (1759-88), konventionstaler, 1765, bust of Bishop right, rev., crowned and helmeted 
arms, 28.05g (Buchonia 63; Dav. 2262), virtually as struck, very rare thus, in NGC holder graded MS64    £3,000-4,000

159  
Fulda, Heinrich VIII, ducat, 1779, rev., legend, 3.49g (F. 1062), mint state, in NGC holder graded MS64 
 £1,500-2,000

160  
Fulda, Heinrich VIII, ducat, 1779, rev., mitred and helmeted arms, 3.49g (F. 1063), mint state, in NGC holder graded 
MS64* £1,800-2,200

161  
Halberstadt, taler, 1623, arms, rev., St Stephen, 28.14g (Dav. 5339), edge fault and last two digits of date weak, almost 
very fine     £200-250
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162  
Hamburg, ducat, dated 1497, 3.39g (F. 1100), slightly buckled, very fine   £350-450

163  
Hamburg, ducat, 1708, 3.46g (F. 1118), a couple of scuffs, very fine  £400-600

164  
Hamburg, ducat, 1717, 3.50g (F. 1120), one or two tiny marks, almost as struck, in NGC holder graded MS63 
  £600-800 
165  
Hamburg, ducat, 1751, 3.48g (F. 1125), wavy flan, very fine £400-600

166  
Hamburg, Christ as a Man of Sorrows, silver medal, undated (circa 1625) by Sebastian Dadler, wounded figure of 
Christ, rev., angel bearing Arma Christi, 43.2mm, 26.23g (Goppel 2789), small scratch on obverse, otherwise almost as 
struck      £200-300

167  
Hamburg, ‘In Hope of Better Times’, private half portugaloser, undated (circa 1725), 17.1g, tiny test-mark, very fine 
     £2,000-3,000

168  
Hamburg, Corruption of the Imperial Commission, circa 1708, silver medals (2), both by Christian Wermuth, 
hand holding coin, rev, hand covering face, 25.9mm (Wohlfahrt 55 100) another of similar design, 23.3mm (Wohlfahrt 
55 102); Saxony, August der Starke, silver Cosel medals (3), Cupid on plinth, rev., cockerel covering hen, 21.7mm, 
(Merseberger 1586), generally very fine; two doves facing each other, rev. similar to the last, 21.5mm (Merseberger 1588), 
legends erased;  Amor  seated by tree, rev., Amor holding heart, double-headed dragon behind, 34mm. fine  (5)   
   £200-300

169  
Hamburg, The Fourth Commandment (‘Honour thy Father and thy Mother’), medallic ducat, 3.47g, on a wavy flan, 
extremely fine   £350-450

170  
Mortality: a satirical gold medal of ducat weight, Angel of Death holding timer, a swordfight in the distance, rev., hand 
from clouds clutching sword, undated, 3.47g, mint state   £350-450
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171  
Hamburg, Silver Friendship Medal, by P.H. Goedecke, mid-18th Century, tree with shields of David and Jonathan 
below, rev., hands clasped in friendship, all-seeing eye above, 39.8mm, 30.69g (Goppel 1159), extremely fine    £200-250

172  
Hanau-Münzenberg, Wilhelm VIII von Hessen-Kassel (1736-60), 6 albus, 1741, crowned arms, rev., value, 4.51g 
(Schön 6), better than extremely fine, very rare thus    £200-300

173  
Heinsberg, Dietrich III Graf Loon (1331-61), herngroschen, circa 1340, in imitation of a zehn pfennig groschen of 
Adolph VIII Graf Berg, standing figure of the Emperor holding orb and sceptre, rev., cross fleury, 1.67g (Menadier 305), 
edge chip to right of Emperor’s feet, otherwise good fine and extremely rare                £200-300

174  
Hessen-Darmstadt, Death of Anna Eleonora, Wife of Georg of Hannover, 1659, eighth-taler, Zellerfeld, arms, 
rev., ten-line inscription (Welter 1468), has been mounted, very fine; Ernst Ludwig (1678-1739), 10 kreuzer,1729, good 
fine; Wilhelm II (1821-47), 6 kreuzer, 1847, virtually mint state; Hessen-Kassel, Karl (1670-1730), 2 albus, 1704, 
good fine; Friedrich II,(1760-85), sixth-taler, 1769, twelfth-taler, 1768, extremely fine; Frankfurt, tournois (2), both 
undated (J. u F. 158), 5 kreuzer, 1765, very fine; Nassau-Nassau, Friedrich August of Usingen and Friedrich 
Wilhelm of Weilburg (1806-15), 3 kreuzer, 1813, extremely fine  (10)    £300-400

175  
Hessen-Darmstadt, Ludwig VIII (1739-68), half-schautaler, or “hirschgulden”, undated, circa 1760, by A. Schäfer, 
stag, rev., five-line inscription on buckskin, 13.40g (Schütz 3126), very fine and rare     £200-250

176  
Hessen-Darmstadt, Ludwig VIII, ducat, 1761, 3.34g (F. 1220), good extremely fine to mint state, in NGC holder graded 
MS62     £700-900

177  
Hessen Darmstadt, Ludwig VIII, ducat, 1761, 3.25g (F. 1220), very fine to good very fine  £300-400

178  
Hessen-Kassel, Wilhelm V der Beständige (1627-37), Weidenbaumtaler, 1636, lion rampant dividing date, rev., 
tree in storm, two buildings to left, three to right, 29.45g (Dav. 6755), minor edge fault, virtually as struck rare thus     
 £800-1,000
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179  
Hessen-Kassel, Wilhelm V der Beständige, Death, Weidenbaumtaler, 1637, nine-line inscription, rev., tree in 
storm, two buildings to left, four to right, 28.93g (Dav. 6765), minor reverse faults, extremely fine and scarce, in NGC 
holder graded AU58     £700-900

180  
Hessen-Kassel, Friedrich II (1760-85), friedrichs d’or / 5 taler, 1784, 6.64g (F. 1283), mint state, with even orange 
tone over original brilliance, in NGC holder graded MS64   £2,500-3,000

181  
Hildesheim, anonymous marienpfennig (1300-c. 1362) (Mehl 255); Hamburg, witten (2), late 14th Century, very fine; 
together with Osnabrück, miscellaneous 14th Century denars (9), fair to fine  (12)     £200-250

182  
Hildesheim, Sede Vacante, 1688, reichstaler, in the name of Leopold I, arms of the Bishopric, rev., bust of Leopold I 
right, 29.19g (Dav. 5407; Zepernick 142), virtually as struck and attractively toned, very rare thus, in NGC holder graded 
MS63     £2,000-3,000

183  
Hildesheim, Sede Vacante, 1724, silver medal by Peter Paul Werner, standing figure of Charlemagne, arms around, 
rev., standing figure of Louis the Pious, arms around, 54.5mm, 44.80g (Zepernick 143), minor edge bruise, about extremely 
fine     £200-250

184  
Hildesheim, Sede Vacante, 1761, two-thirds taler, in the name of Francis I, arms of the Bishopric, rev., bust of Francis 
I right, 18.60g (Dav. 565), extremely fine    £250-300

185  
Hildesheim, Sede Vacante, 1761, silver medal by J. Théibaud, Augsburg, Madonna and Child pointing to Bishopric 
arms, shields around, rev., empty throne and cathedral, shields around, 56mm, 43.87g (Zepernick 145), virtually mint 
state     £200-250

186  
Hildesheim Sede Vacante, 1761, silver medal by J. Théibaud, Augsburg, similar to the last, 56mm, 43.94 g (Zepernick 
145), reverse stain and minor edge bruise, otherwise virtually mint state    £150-200
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187  
Hildesheim, Friedrich Wilhelm von Westfalen (1763-89), half-konventionstaler, 1764, bust left, rev., arms, 13.95g 
(Mehl 701), extremely fine    £200-250

188  
Hildesheim, Friedrich Wilhelm von Westfalen, third-konventionstaler, 1764, arms, rev., value, 7.05g (Mehl 703), 
virtually as struck, very rare thus     £300-400

189  
Hildesheim, Friedrich Wilhelm von Westfalen, third-konventionstaler, 1764, bust left, rev., arms, 7.09g (Mehl 
704), unevenly toned but better than extremely fine and very rare    £400-500

190  
Hildesheim, Friedrich Wilhelm von Westfalen, sixth-konventionstaler (2), twelfth-konvetionstaler, all 1764 (Mehl 
709 (2), 710), 4 mariengroschen, 1763 (Mehl 696) very fine or slightly better, last rare; Mainz, Karl Joseph von Erthal 
(1774-1802), 20 kreuzer, 1794, kreuzer, 1795, good very fine or better; Breslau, Friedrich von Hessen (1671-82), 15 
kreuzer, 1680, very fine  (7)     £250-300

191  
Hildesheim, Friedrich Wilhelm von Westfalen, konventionstaler, 1766, bust right, rev., arms, 28.06g (Dav. 2345), 
extremely fine     £400-500

192  
Hildesheim, Friedrich Wilhelm von Westphalen (1763-89), ducat, 1778, D. below young bust left, 3.50g (F. 1326), 
a couple of surface nicks, otherwise mint state, in NGC holder graded MS63   £2,000-3,000

193  
Hildesheim City, 24 mariengroschen, 1693 (2), city arms, rev., value (Dav. 566), together with twenty-fourth taler, 1693, 
2 pfennig, 1757, uniface pfennig, 1663, generally very fine to extremely fine  (5)     £200-300

194  
Jülich, Wilhelm III (1393-1402), weisspfennig, Duren, 2.29g (Noss 134), very fine; Köln, Dietrich II von Mörs 
(1424-63), weissppfennig, Bonn (Noss 308), lightly creased, almost very fine (2)     £150-200
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195  
Jülich-Berg, Karl Theodor (1742-99), ducat, 1750, bust right, by Marmé, 3.49g (F. 1414; Noss 953), slightly wavy 
flan, very fine or better   £1,500-2,000

197  
Jülich-Kleve-Berg, Maximilian Joseph von Bayern (1799-1806), taler, 1806 ts (Theodor Stockmar), Düsseldorf, 
bust right, rev., value within wreath, 19.46g (Dav. 623; Noss 1032)), virtually mint state, rare thus, in NGC holder graded 
MS64     £600-800

198  
Kempten, quarter-reichstaler, 1622, arms, rev., half-length bust of Ferdinand II, 6.78g (Nau 182), pierced, otherwise very 
fine and rare     £200-250

199  
Köln, Ludwig der Fromme (814-40), denar, hlvdovicvsimp, cross in beaded circle, rev., colo/+/nia, 1.74g (Hävernick 
13 var.; M&G 341 var.), lightly creased, good fine and extremely rare, very few examples recorded     £700-1,000

200  
Köln, denars (3), mid-11th Century, all in the name of Otto, Soest, cross and pellets, rev., Colonia monogram (Dann. 342 
ff.), fine to very fine  (3)     £200-250

201  
Köln, Konrad von Hochstaden (1238-68), Foundation of Köln Cathedral, 1248, denar (Hävernick 683); other 
denars (3), Philip von Heinsberg (1167-91), Adolf Graf Altona und der Mark (1193-1205), Konrad von Hochstaden (1238-
61), together with miscellaneous Koln, Westphalian and North German, denars, 12th-14th Century (60), mostly poor to fine  
(65)     £300-500

198197

196  
Jülich-Berg, Karl Theodor (1742-99), ducat, 1751, bust right, by Schäfer, 3.46g (F. 1414; Noss -; cf. Künker auction 
107, 2 Feb. 2006, lot 331), good fine to very fine, very rare £2,000-3,000
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202  
Köln, Bishopric, Friedrich III von Saarweden (1371-1414), goldgulden, Deutz mint, undated (circa 1383), 3.51g (F. 
789; Noss 204c), tiny test-mark on edge, extremely fine     £400-500

203  
Köln, Joseph Klemens Herzog von Bayern (1688-1723), sixth-taler, 1693 Deutz (Noss 554); Cathedral Chapter, 
8 heller, 1712 (Noss 625), last digit retrograde; City, uniface heller, undated (1481) (Noss 31), schilling, 1511 (Noss 42), 
sixteenth-taler, in the name of Leopold I (Noss 455) and 4 heller, 1768, in silver (Noss 770c), generally very fine  (6) 
   £200-300

204  
Köln, Joseph Klemens Herzog von Bayern , Inauguration of the Castle Chapel Bonn, 18 July 1700, silver 
medal, by D. J. Schel, monogram, rev., fourteen-line inscription, 31mm, 8.11g (Weiler 1504), faults both sides but virtually 
as struck, very rare     £200-250

205  
Köln, Joseph Klemens Herzog von Bayern, two-thirds taler, 1715, bust right, rev., arms, 17.73g (Noss 634; Dav. 
471), the obverse overstruck on reverse and reverse on obverse of an example of Noss 632 or 633, with undertype clearly 
visible, extremely fine and of the highest rarity     £1,500-2,000

206  
Köln, Klemens August Herzog von Bayern (1723-61), Inauguration as Archbishop, 1723, silver medal, by T.B., 
bust right, rev., arms, 57.5mm, 73.05g (Weiler 1699), minor edge bruise, extremely fine and extremely rare    £1,500-2,000
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207  
Köln, Klemens August Herzog von Bayern, ducat, 1744, rev., the Adoration of the Magi, 3.46g (F. 833; Noss 723b), 
mint state     £2,000-3,000

208  
Köln, Klemens August Herzog von Bayern, ducat, 1750, bust right, signed m below, rev., NON MIHI SED POPULO, 
3.48g (F. 838; Noss 746), tiny marks, almost as struck, in NGC holder graded MS63  £2,000-3,000

209  
Köln, Klemens August Herzog von Bayern, half-mining taler, 1759, chronogrammatic date, Bonn or Koblenz, made 
from Westphalian fine silver on the resumption of the Ramsbeck mines, bust of Archbishop right, rev., view of the mines, 
10.85g (Noss 764), extremely fine or better, very rare, in NGC holder graded MS63     £1,500-2,000

210  
Köln, Klemens August Herzog von Bayern, quarter-mining taler, 1759, Bonn or Koblenz, made from Westphalian 
fine silver on the resumption of the Ramsbeck mines, arms of the Archbishop, rev., inscription above mining scene, 5.40g 
(Noss 765), virtually as struck, very rare, in NGC holder graded MS64     £1,000-1,500

211  
Köln, Klemens August Herzog von Bayern, quarter-mining taler, 1759, Bonn or Koblenz, made from Westphalian 
fine silver on the resumption of the Ramsbeck mines, similar to the last, 5.41g (Noss 765), virtually as struck, very rare, in 
NGC holder graded MS63     £1,000-1,500

212  
Köln, Klemens August Herzog von Bayern, eighth-mining taler, 1759, Bonn or Koblenz, made from Westphalian fine 
silver on the resumption of the Ramsbeck mines, Elector’s hat above Archbishop’s monogram, rev., inscription, 2.72g (Noss 
766), virtually as struck, very rare, in NGC holder graded MS63    £1,000-1,500

213  
Köln, Klemens August Herzog von Bayern, eighth-mining taler, 1759, Bonn or Koblenz, made from Westphalian fine 
silver on the resumption of the Ramsbeck mines, similar to the last, 2.70g (Noss 766), virtually as struck, very rare, in NGC 
holder graded MS62     £1,000-1,500
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214  
Köln, Sede Vacante, 1761, medallic 1½ talers, St Peter on cloud, rev., the Adoration of the Magi, 46.82g (Zepernick 42), 
virtually mint state, in NGC holder graded MS63     £300-400

215  
Köln, Sede Vacante, 1761, eighth-taler, St Peter holding shield, rev., five-line inscription (Noss 774; Zepernick 44), good 
very fine and scarce     £150-200

216  
Köln, Maximilian Friedrich, Graf von Königseck (1761-84), pattern quarter-taler, 1762, by Elias Gervais, bust left, 
rev. arms, edge engrailed, 7.02g (Noss 776), fault to right of bust, otherwise mint state and of the highest rarity, in NGC 
holder graded MS62+     £1,500-2,000

217  
Köln, Maximilian Friedrich, Graf von Königseck, quarter-taler, 1765, by E. Wyon, bust right, rev., arms, edge 
engrailed, 6.91g (Noss 795), good fine and very rare     £200-250

218  
Köln, Maximilian Friedrich, Graf von Königseck, quarter-taler, 1766, by Elias Gervais, bust right, rev., arms, edge 
engrailed, 7.02g (Noss 810), minor obverse faults but virtually as struck, very rare, in NGC holder graded MS65     
 £700-900

219  
Köln, Maximilian Friedrich, Graf von Königseck, Erection of three Granaries in Bonn during the famine 
of 1771, silver medal, unsigned, monument to the Archbishop, view of city square, rev., view of Rathaus and marketplace, 
46mm, 40.42g (Weiler 2034), virtually as struck     £400-600
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220  
Köln, Maximilian Friedrich, Graf von Königseck, Erection of three Granaries in Bonn during the famine 
of 1771, silver medal, unsigned, similar to the last, 46mm, 40.29g (Weiler 2034), better than extremely fine and toned    
 £350-400

221  
Köln, Maximilian Franz von Austria, Foundation of the Academy of Bonn, 1786, silver medal, by Hans Heinrich 
Boltschauser, bust right, rev., eleven-line inscription, 44mm, 32.65g (Weiler 2064), rev. faults, extremely fine and toned  
    £300-400

222  
Köln, Ferdinand August, Graf von Spiegel zu Desenberg (1824-35), Restitution of the Diocese 1833, silver 
medal, by Francke, bust left, rev., five-line inscription within wreath, 41mm, 36.32g (Brettauer 4568), in case of issue, mint 
state     £150-200

223  
Köln, Ferdinand August, Graf von Spiegel zu Desenberg, Restitution of the Diocese 1833, silver medal, by 
Francke, bust left, rev., five-line inscription within wreath, 41mm, 32.00 (Brettauer 4568), almost as struck and toned     
 £100-150

224  
Köln, City, two-thirds taler, 1694, in the name of Leopold I, city arms, rev., Imperial eagle, 17.81g (Noss 540; Dav. 473), 
minor edge fault, better than very fine     £150-200

225  
Köln, City, ducat, 1726, 3.45g (F. 772; Noss 609),  good very fine    £1,500-2,000

226  
Köln, City, ducat, 1731, 3.46g (F. 775; Noss 623), slightly wavy flan, good extremely fine     £2,000-3,000

227  
Köln, City, silver striking of brodt penning, undated (circa 1740), city arms, rev., inscription, 2.43g (Noss 631), better 
than extremely fine rare     £200-250

228  
Köln, City, ducat, 1742, 3.44g (F. 776; Noss 632b), old test-mark on rim and with surface scratched, otherwise very 
fine    £1,000-1,500
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229  
Köln, City, Homage to Karl VII, 1742, silver medal, by Peter Georg Wyon, bust right, rev., Rhine river god, river and 
city view in background, 46mm, 35.69g (Merle 84), better than extremely fine     £500-700

230  
Köln, City, ducat, 1750, bust of Franz, no stop after rex, 3.47g (F. 777; Noss 635c), virtually as struck, in NGC holder 
graded MS61     £1,500-2,000

231  
Köln, City, ducat, 1753, bust of Franz, 3.45g (F. 777; Noss 637), buckled, about very fine    £350-450

232  
Königsegg-Rothenfels, Count Franz Hugo (1737-71), ducat, 1756, 3.48g (F. 1430), wavy flan and buckled and has 
been significantly impaired by scratches and scrape behind the bust, otherwise good extremely fine and very rare 
    £2,000-3,000

233  
Königsegg-Rothenfels, Franz Hugo and his brothers, reichstaler, 1759 Vienna, busts of the four brothers, rev., 
arms and twenty-two-line inscription giving biographical details of the four brothers, 29.23g (Dav. 2374), mint state and 
very rare, in NGC holder graded MS65+     £4,000-6,000

234  
Konstanz, Heinrich II von Klingenburg (1293-1306), schilling; Dortmund, reinoldialbus (1430-1520); together 
with miscellaneous minor German silver issues, 15th-17th Century (12), many fine  (14)     £150-200
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235  
Landau, Besieged by Imperial Troops under the command of Ludwig von Baden, (Türkenlouis), 1702, 
uniface 1 livre, 1 sol, struck by the French General Compte de Mélac, arms of de Mélac, value below, seven lis around, 6.66g 
(Mailliet Supp. 50.5; v.L. IV 383.4), extremely fine and very rare, in NGC holder graded AU55     £1,500-2,000

236  
Landau, Besieged by French Troops under the command of Marshal Bezons, 1713, uniface 2 florins 8 kreuzer, 
central arms of Karl Alexander of Württemberg with date below, two ducal monograms either side, pro cÆs: & imp stamped 
in rectangle above and bel landau 2 fl. 8 k. in rectangle below, 21.36g (Mailliet LXIX. 7), weak in places, very fine 
 £1,000-1,200

237  
Landau, Besieged by French Troops under the command of Marshal Bezons, 1713, uniface 1 florin, 4 kreuzer, 
of similar design to the last, 10.69g (Mailliet LXIX. 8), virtually as struck, rare thus, in NGC holder graded MS62 
     £700-1,000

238  
Lippe, Bernhard III (1229-65), sterling, Lemgo, imitating an English Short Cross penny, henricvsr-ex, bust with 3 
curls with central pellet either side with five-pointed cross above holding sceptre, rev ,+lemegocivit’, thin cross patée with 
rosette of 5 pellets in each angle, 1.14g (cf. Slg. Weweler 29),  flat in parts, very fine and rare     £300-500

239  
Lippe, Simon I (1275-1344), sterling, Lemgo, facing bearded bust rev., long cross with roses in angles, 1.12g (Slg. 
Weweler 76 var.), fine and rare; Dortmund, Rudolph von Habsburg (1273-91), denars (3); other Rhinish and 
Westphalian princely issues, all 13th Century (14) some fine  (18)     £300-400

240  
Lübeck, Archbishop August Friedrich (1666-1705), ducat, 1688, 3.44g (F. 1507), slightly wavy flan, generally very 
fine and very rare   £4,000-6,000
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241  
Lubeck, Sede Vacante 1727, reichstaler in the name of Karl VI, helmeted arms, rev., bust of Karl VI right (Dav.2410; 
Zepernick 156), reverse centre weak, virtually as struck and toned, rare     £1,000-1,500

242  
Magdeburg. Albrecht von Kafernburg (1205-1232), bracteates (7), Archbishop seated holding flag and crozier, 
0.73g (cf. Bonhoff 701), Archbishop holding crozier and flag (2), 0.73, 0.59g (Bonhoff 702), St Moritz holding lance and 
shield, 0.72g (Bonhoff 711); St Moritz holding lance and flag (3), 0.68, 0.69, 0.79g (Bonhoff 719), one of the last chipped, 
very fine or better  (7)     £200-300

243  
Magdeburg, Wilbrand von Kafernburg (1235-54), bracteates (13), Archbishop beneath four towered gable, 0.74g 
(Bonhoff 741); Archbishop seated holding two crucifixes within hexafoil , 0.80g (Bonhoff 745); Archbishop standing holding 
crozier and crucifix between two towers (2),0. 67, 0.70g (Bonhoff 749); willebarn episopv-, Archbishop holding crozier 
and crucifix (2), 0.66, 0.64 g (Bonhoff 753); vvillibranbv piscop, Archbishop holding crozier and crucifix (3), 0.55, 0.68, 
0.71g (Bonhoff 754); St Moritz holding sword and palm branch over arch (3), 0.70, 0.73, 0.75g (Bonhoff 759); Archbishop 
and St Moritz either side of crozier and beneath two towered arches, 0.75g (Bonhoff 767); St Moritz beneath gable with 
three towers and two crosses (2), 0.50, 0.67g (Bonhoff 769), two chipped and one lightly creased, very fine or better  (15)  
    £500-700

244  
Mainz, Adolf von Nassau (1373-90), goldgulden, 3.51g (F. 1605), buckled, very fine    £300-400

245  
Mainz, Johann Philipp von Schönborn (1647-73), ducat, 1651, 3.42g (F. 1655), buckled, good fine to very fine 
 £300-400

246  
Mainz, Lothar Franz von Schönborn (1695-1729), Peace of Ryswick, 1696, ducat, undated, 3.47g (F. 1666), 
slightly wavy flan, good very fine to extremely fine £400-600

247  
Mainz, Lothar Franz von Schönborn, Death, 20 January, 1729, eighth-taler and groschen, arms, rev., ten-line 
inscription, 3.17, 1.90g (Prince Alexander 635, 537), virtually mint state  (2)     £200-300

248  
Mainz, Franz Ludwig von Pfalz Neuburg (1729-32) Death, 7 April, 1732, eighth-taler, arms, rev., eight-line 
legend, 3.57g (Prince Alexander 654), minor reverse weakness, better than extremely fine and very rare     £250-300
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249  
Mainz, Sede Vacante, 1732, quarter-schautaler, five-line inscription, rev.,  St Martin and beggar, 7.46g (Zepernick 16), 
virtually mint state and toned     £250-300

250  
Mainz, Sede Vacante, 1732, eighth-schautaler, similar to the quarter-taler, 3.65g (Zepernick 17), extremely fine and 
very rare [only 100 pieces struck]    £250-300

251  
Mainz, Philipp Karl von Eltz (1731-43), ducat, 1738, 3.48g (F. 1675), nearly as struck, in NGC holder graded MS61 
   £1,500-2,000

252  
Mainz, Philip Karl von Eltz, Death, 21 March 1742/3, eighth-taler, arms, rev., seven-line legend, 3.71g (Prince 
Alexander 665), extremely fine and rare     £200-250

253  
Mainz, Johann Friedrich Karl von Ostein (1743-63), Death, 4 June 1763, eighth-talers (2), groschen, 4.11, 3.62, 
2.53g (Prince Alexander 704 (2) 705), generally extremely fine  (3)     £200-250

254  
Mainz, Sede Vacante 1763, schautaler, arms, chronogrammatic date around all within inner circle, arms around, rev., 
St Martin and beggar, arms around, 48mm, 29.48 (Zepernick 21), virtually mint state, rare    £600-800

255  
Mainz, Emerich Joseph Breitbach von Bürresheim (1763-74), Installation as Bishop of Worms, 1768, silver 
medal, by A.F. Stieler, bust right, rev., Providentia seated, basilisk to right, chronogrammatic date around, 42.4mm, 29.12g, 
virtually mint state     £300-350

256  
Mainz, Emerich Joseph Breitbach von Bürresheim, Jubilee of Karl Theodor von Dalberg as Cathedral 
Cantor, 1770, silver medal, by A.F. Stieler, nine-line inscription with further inscription round bearing chronogrammatic 
date, rev., obelisk between tree and kneeling Genius, 42.8mm, 29.25g (Prinz Alexander 843), virtually mint state    
  £300-350
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257  
Mainz, Emerich Joseph Breitbach von Bürresheim, Jubilee of Franz Ludwig von Kesselstadt as Cathedral 
Librarian of Mainz and Trier, 1772, silver medal, by A. Stieler, twelve-line inscription on tablet, with further inscription 
around bearing chronogrammatic date, rev., Bishop kneeling before altar, 43mm, 29.14g (Prinz Alexander 844), extremely 
fine     £300-350

258  
Mainz, Emerich Joseph Breitbach von Bürresheim, Death, 11 June 1774, 30 kreuzer (quarter-konventionstaler), 
arms, rev., nine-line legend, 8.93g (Prince Alexander 751), extremely fine     £200-250

259  
Mainz, Emerich Joseph Breitbach von Bürresheim, Death, 11 June 1774, 20 kreuzer, (sixth-konventionstaler), 
similar to the last, 4.93g (Prince Alexander 752), virtually mint state     £200-250

260  
Mainz, Emerich Joseph Breitbach von Bürresheim, Death, 11 June 1774, 20 kreuzer, (sixth-konventionstaler) 
(3), similar to the last, 4.12, 4.97 and 5.07g (Prince Alexander 752), extremely fine or better  (3)     £300-350

261  
Mainz, Emerich Joseph Breitbach von Bürresheim, Death, 11 June 1774, 10 kreuzer, (twelfth-konventionstaler) 
(2), similar to the last, 3.01, 2.80g (Prince Alexander 753), extremely fine or better  (2)  £200-250

262  
Mainz, Sede Vacante, 1774, silver medal, by A. Stieler, eight-line inscription, arms around, rev., St. Martin and beggar, 
arms around, 52.2mm, 43.74g (Zepernick 25; Prinz Alexander 754), virtually mint state, rare     £500-700
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263  
Mainz, City, Gustavus Adolphus II of Sweden (1631-32), reichstaler, undated (1632), mintmaster Daniel Ayrer, 
twelve-line inscription, rev., Hebrew inscription within sunburst, inscription below, 28.77g (Dav 4544; Ahl. 17 (both 
Erfurt)), very fine    £400-500

264  
Mainz, Abbey of St Alban, goldgulden, 1778, 2.57g (F. 1694), mint state, in NGC holder graded MS63     £2,500-3,500

265  
Mainz, Abbey of St Alban, goldgulden, 1778, 2.57g (F. 1694), mint state, in NGC holder graded MS63PL 
    £2,500-3,500

266  
Mainz, Abbey of St Alban, silver striking of goldgulden, 1778,  2.36g (Prince Alexander 828), virtually as struck, in NGC 
holder graded MS65    £100-200

267  
Mansfeld-Schraplau, Christoph II (died 1591), reichstaler, 1589 Eisleben, with the title of Rudolph II, St George 
and dragon, rev., Imperial arms, 28.32g (Dav. 9525); Mansfeld, Friedeburg-Voderortlinie, Peter Ernst I, Bruno 
II, Gebhard VIII and Johann Georg IV (1587-1601), reichstaler, 1593, Eisleben, helmeted arms, rev., St George and 
dragon, 28.68g (Dav.9510), very fine  (2)     £300-350

268  
Mansfeld-Eigentlich-Hinterortlinie, David (1592-1628), spruchstaler, 1611 Eisleben, St George slaying dragon, 
rev., arms, 28.50g (Dav. 6977), very fine    £200-250

269  
Mansfeld-Bornstedt, Heinrich, Fürst von Fondi (1717-80), half-konventionstaler, 1774 Prague, crowned and 
draped arms, rev., St George slaying dragon, 13.95g (Tornau 326b), better than very fine     £150-200

270  
Mecklenburg-Güstrow, Johann Albrecht I (1547-76), taler, 1549 Gadebusch, bust left wearing hat, rev., helmeted 
arms, 29.69 (Dav.9547), has been loop-mounted and gilt, very fine; Mecklenburg-Strelitz, Adolf-Friedrich IV (1752-
94), sixth-taler and twelfth-taler, both 1764; Mecklenberg-Schwerin, Friedrich II (1756-85), schilling (3), 1772 (3), 
generally extremely fine  (6)    £300-350
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271  
Metz, City, demi-gros (2), both 1652 (Bd. 1652), good fine and scarce; Lorraine, Antoine, (1508-44), gros, Nancy 
(Bd. 1507), chipped, otherwise very fine; Charles III (1545-1608), double-denier (Bd. 1537), good fine  (4)    £200-250

272  
Minden Besieged by the Swedish Forces, 1634, 8 kreuzer-klippe, city name and date, rev., value, 3.92g (Mailliet 
85.1), counterstamped with crossed keys, very fine and scarce     £200-250

273  
Münster, miscellaneous 13th-14th Century pfennige (24), mostly fair to fine  (24)    £250-300

274  
Münster, Ludwig von Hessen (1310-57), piedfort pfennig on a carefully struck flan, episcopvs+lodevicvs, Bishop 
seated holding book, rev., pavlvs+sanctvs, St Paul holding sword, 5.53g (cf. Illisch XVI. 25), good very fine    £500-1,000

275  
Münster, Heinrich von Schwarzburg (1466-96), sixth-schilling, arms, rev., St Paul, 0.57g (Illisch XXVI, 4), chipped 
to right of arms, otherwise almost very fine and very rare    £150-200

276  
Münster, Konrad von Rietberg (1497-1508), schilling, arms within trilobe, rev., nimbate St Paul enthroned, 3.33g 
(Illisch XXVII, 7), very fine and rare     £300-400

277  
Münster, Franz von Waldeck (1532-53), schilling, undated (circa 1535), central arms of Waldeck, four shields around, 
rev., St Peter and St Paul, 2.86g (Ilisch XXX, 8), almost very fine and very rare     £600-800

278  
Münster, Ferdinand von Bayern (1611-50), schautaler, undated (1647), by E. Kettler, birth of Christ, rev., Adoration 
of the Magi, 40mm, 25.32g (Dav 5596), very fine     £200-250

279  
Münster, Christoph Bernhard von Galen (1650-79), Coesfelder kreuztaler 1659, multi helmeted arms, rev., Coesfeld 
Cross dividing date, 26.38g (Dav. 5601), good fine      £200-300

The Coesfeld Cross is located in the church of St Lambert, made from walnut in the 14th Century and containing a relic of the True Cross, 
has long been an important place of pilgrimage.

280  
Münster, City, Besieged by Christoph Bernhard von Galen, 1660, uniface reichstaler klippe, 28.00g (Mailliet 
LXXXVII, 2), fault resembling an attempted piercing below, otherwise extremely fine     £250-300
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281  
Münster, Christoph Bernhard von Galen, 6 ducats, 1661, 20.79g (F. 1773), mint state, in large-sized NGC holder 
graded MS63+  £30,000-40,000

282  
Münster, Christoph Bernhard von Galen, Recapture of the City, 1661, double-taler, St Paul above city view, rev., 
multi-helmeted arms, 55.91g (Dav. 5602), some weakness, good very fine     £600-800

283  
Münster, Christoph Bernhard von Galen, Recapture of the City, 1661, double-taler, similar to the last, 53.12g 
(Dav. 5602), has been mounted, good fine     £200-300

284  
Münster, Christoph Bernhard von Galen, Recapture of the City, 1661, taler, similar to the double taler, 28.88g 
(Dav. 5603), extremely fine, scarce thus     £300-400
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285  
Münster, Christoph Bernhard von Galen, Recapture of the City, 1661, taler, similar to the last, 27.80g (Dav. 
5603), some weakness, good very fine    £200-300

286  
Münster, Christoph Bernhard von Galen, Recapture of the City, 1661, taler, similar to the last, 27.35g (Dav. 
5603), edge fault about very fine     £150-200

287  
Münster, Christoph Bernhard von Galen (1650-78), Memorial goldgulden on his death at the age of 73, 1678, 3.15g 
(F. 1776), about very fine and extremely rare   £8,000-10,000

Prince-Bishop Christoph Bernhard von Galen fought on the side of Ferdinand III at the end of the Thirty Years’ War, becoming Bishop 
of Münster in 1650. He maintained a powerful army fighting in numerous campaigns, supporting Charles II and, subsequently, Louis XIV 
in the Anglo-Dutch and Franco-Dutch Wars. With Denmark and Brandenburg he later conquered Bremen during the War with Sweden.

288  
Münster, Sede Vacante, 1688, taler, by Gottfried Storp, in the name of Leopold I, St Paul holding sword dividing date, 
rev., bust of Leopold I right, 28.14g (Dav. 5608; Zepernick 218), virtually as struck, very rare thus, in NGC holder graded 
MS64    £2,000-2,500

289  
Münster, Friedrich Christian von Plettenberg, Death, 1706, taler, arms, crown dividing date, rev., twelve-line 
inscription, 27.84g (Dav. 2464a), weak in places, very fine    £200-250

290  
Münster, Sede Vacante, 1706, reichstaler, arms, rev., view of cathedral, 27.94g (Dav. 2465; Zepernick 219), extremely 
fine and toned      £400-600
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291  
Münster, Franz Arnold Wolff Metternich zur Gracht (1706-18), twelfth-taler struck in gold, 1717 wr (Wilhelm 
Ritter), struck from slightly worn dies a little off-centre on a large flan, probably prepared as a presentation piece, 6.10g 
(type as KM 153), virtually as struck     £3,000-4,000

292  
Münster, Franz Arnold von Wolff-Metternich zur Gracht, reichstaler, 1715 wr (Wilhelm Ritter), Münster, bust 
right, rev., arms, 28.85g (Dav. 2467), slight weakness, extremely fine or better, very rare, in NGC holder graded MS63  
    £5,000-7,000

293  
Münster, Franz Arnold von Wolff Metternich zur Gracht, reichstaler, 1716 wr, Münster, bust right, rev., arms, 
29.26g (Dav. 2468), almost as struck, extremely rare, in NGC holder graded MS62     £4,000-6,000

294  
Münster, Sede Vacante, 1719, medallic 1½ talers, by Anton Gottfried Pott, arms of Bishopric with 19 shields around, 
rev., St. Paul, also with 19 shields around, 43.60g (Zepernick 221), edge fault, extremely fine, in NGC holder graded 
MS63   £300-350

295  
Münster, Sede Vacante, 1719, medallic 1½ talers, similar to the last, 42.78g (Zepernick 221), minor edge fault, 
extremely fine, in NGC holder graded AU58     £300-350
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296  
Münster, Sede Vacante, 1761, taler, St Paul’s Cathedral, Münster, rev., standing figure of Charlemagne holding sword 
and orb, 29.20g (Dav. 2470; Zepernick 225), mint state, in NGC holder graded MS65+     £600-800

297  
Münster, Sede Vacante, 1761, silver medal, by Jonas Thiébaud of Augsburg, St Paul standing holding sword and book, 
arms around, rev., Charlemagne standing holding sword and orb, arms around, 55mm, 43.70g (Zepernick 224), virtually 
as struck     £250-300

298  
Münster, Maximilian Friedrich Graf von Königseck-Rothenfels (1762-84), Laying of the Foundation Stone 
of the Castle, 1767, silver medal, by von Epli and Kolhaas, hand of God holding medallion of the Archbishop above city 
god holding shield, rev., view of the castle, 41.5mm, 28.30g (Weiler 2004), edge fault and file mark, extremely fine     
 £150-200

299  
Münster, Sede Vacante, 1801, konventionstaler, Clausthal, St Paul holding sword within shield, rev., standing figure 
of Charlemagne, 28.10g (Dav. 733; Zepernick 229), minor edge fault to left of Charlemagne, virtually as struck and rare 
[200 examples struck], in NGC holder graded MS64     £2,000-3,000

300  
Münster, Sede Vacante, 1801, konventionstaler, Clausthal, similar to the last, 28.02g (Dav. 733; Zepernick 229), minor 
edge fault to left of Charlemagne, nearly as struck and rare [200 examples struck], in NGC holder graded MS64    
  £1,500-2,000

301  
Münster, Sede Vacante, 1801, half-konventionstaler (two-thirds taler) Clausthal, half-length figure of St. Peter holding 
sword, rev., half-length figute of Charlemagne holding sword, value below, 13.99g (Zepernick 334), minor fault above St. 
Peter, virtually mint state and rare [300 examples struck], in NGC holder graded MS65     £300-400

302  
Münster, Sede Vacante, 1801, half-konventionstaler (two-thirds taler) Clausthal, similar to the last, 14.00g (Zepernick 
334), minor fault above St Peter, virtually mint state and rare [300 examples struck], in NGC holder graded MS64     
 £300-400
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303  
Münster, Sede Vacante, 1801, half-konventionstaler (two-thirds taler) Clausthal, similar to the last, 13.97g (Zepernick 
334), minor fault above St Peter, virtually mint state and rare [300 examples struck]      £300-400

304  
Münster, Sede Vacante, 1801, half-konventionstaler (two-thirds taler) Clausthal, similar to the last, 14.06g (Zepernick 
334), minor fault above St Peter, virtually mint state and rare [300 examples struck]      £300-400

305  
Münster, Sede Vacante, 1801, half-konventionstaler (two-thirds taler) Clausthal, similar to the last, 14.02g (Zepernick 
334), minor fault above St Peter, virtually mint state and rare [300 examples struck]      £300-400

306  
Münster, Sede Vacante, 1801, half-konventionstaler (two-thirds taler) Clausthal, similar to the last, 14.02g (Zepernick 
334), minor fault above St Peter, virtually mint state and rare [300 examples struck]      £300-400

307  
Münster, Sede Vacante, 1801, third-talers (5), Clausthal, similar type to the last (Zepernick 230), generally extremely 
fine  (5)    £300-400

308  
Münster, Sede Vacante, 1801, twenty-fourth talers (31), Clausthal, date, rev., value (Zepernick 231), extremely fine or 
better  (31)     £400-600

309  
Münster, Sede Vacante, 1801, silver medal, by D. F. Loos, St Paul standing, arms around, rev., Charlemagne standing, 
arms around, 55.8mm, 42.03g (Zepernick 228), in case of issue, mint state     £400-600
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310  
Münster, City under Anabaptist Rule, 1½ talers, dated 1534, a 17th Century striking, inscriptions both sides, 43.25g 
(Dav. 9583), extremely fine    £500-700

311  
Münster, City under Anabaptist Rule, taler, dated 1534, a 17th Century striking, inscriptions both sides, 28.34g, (Dav. 
9583), weak in places, extremely fine    £300-350

312  
Münster, City, Peace of Münster, 1648, silver medal, by Engelbert Kettler, Peace in chariot drawn by two lions, rev., 
ten-line inscription, 59.7mm, 43.58g (Pax in Nummis 96; Vl. II, 312), weak in places, about extremely fine     £300-400

313  
Münster, City, Siege and Relief of Vienna, 1683, schautaler, probably by Gottfried Storp, bust of Leopold I right, 
rev., turbaned bust of Mohammed IV of Turkey holding sceptre, 20.82g (Montenuovo 924), better than extremely fine and 
of the highest rarity, in NGC holder graded AU55     £10,000-15,000
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316  
Martin Tucher (1460-1528), Burgomeister of Nuremberg, bronze medal by Hans Schwarz, dated 1519, bust right 
in broad-rimmed hat, rev., in ten lines: MARTIN TVECERS GESTALT ALS ERW AS LIX IAR ALT and engraved 15-19, 
55.8mm (cf. Habich 161 var.; Kastenholz (2006) p. 177, 50 var.; Scher (2019) 257 var.), very fine, an unpublished variant 
and a contemporary cast with guide-lines to the inscription clearly visible on the reverse      £2,000-3,000

The original wooden model for the obverse of this medal is in the Staatsliche Museum, Berlin.  Schwarz’s medals in the main are uniface 
and it is likely the reverse of the present medal is by a different hand, especially as the spelling of the sitter’s name is not consistent with 
“Tucher” as written by Schwarz himself on the back of a drawing of a certain Magdalena Stayber (Kastenholz 153).  Another variant of 
this medal, uniface but with an inscription around the portrait (reading “Martinus Tueche LIX Iar Alt”) was in the Vogel collection sold 
at Sotheby’s, 8 July 1997, lot 5 and is now in the Scher collection housed at The Frick Collection, New York (diam. 56.3mm). Virtually all 
of Schwarz’s portrait medals and all his medallic drawings show his sitters facing left and Kastenholz has suggested that perhaps Tucher 
expressed a wish for his portrait to face right in anticipation of Schwarz making a medal of his wife facing to left, so that the two medals 
could be viewed side by side with their portraits vis à vis. However, no such medal of his wife is known to exist.

314  
Nassau, Friedrich August von Usingen and Friedrich Wilhelm von Weilburg (1806-16), 20 kreuzer, 1809, 
m.m. L (reversed), below wreath, 6.69g (cf. J. 10b), almost mint state, rare thus     £200-300 

315  
Nuremberg, Peace of Westphalia, ducat, 1650, 3.34g (F. 1839), wavy flan, very fine £400-600

317  
Nuremberg, Hope for Peace, undated (circa 1630), silver medal, by Sebastian Dadler, seated man praying, two hands 
holding sword and ribbons emerging from clouds, rev., heart with crown above, crossed spade and scythe behind, clasped 
hands below, 56.3mm, 45.28g (Pax in Nummis 1150), edge bruise, better than very fine     £300-400
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318  
Nuremberg, Commemoration of Love, undated (third quarter of the 17th Century), heart within wreath, rev., six-line 
inscription, 30.5mm, 15.35g (Goppel 1049), almost extremely fine    £150-200

319  
Nuremberg, silver Marriage Medal, undated (circa 1700), by Georg Hautsch, bridal couple standing before God, rev., 
bridal pair kneeling, 42mm, 22.33g (Goppel 1025), edge faults about extremely fine    £150-200

320  
Nuremberg, restrike square ducat, 1700 i.m.f. (struck circa 1760), 3.46g (F. 1886), very fine   £300-400

321  
Nuremberg, Homage of the City to Karl VII, 1742, silver medal, by Peter Paul Werner, bust right, rev., city goddess 
standing by altar, 32mm, 14.34g (Förschner 266), extremely fine     £200-250

322  
Nuremberg, Peace of Hubertusburg, 1765, konventionstalers (2), in the name of Francis I, Pax before altar, rev., 
Imperial arms; another konventionstaler, 1765, in the name of Joseph II, city view, rev., Imperial arms (Dav. 2490 (2), 
2494), generally very fine  (3)     £200-300

323  
Nuremberg, quarter-ducat, Saint preaching from pulpit, rev., donkey tethered to fruitful vine, undated (circa 1790), .87g, 
good very fine to extremely fine     £200-250

324  
Olmutz, Wolfgang von Schrattenbach (1711-38), taler, 1713, bust right, rev., arms, 28.49g (Dav. 1215), almost 
extremely fine    £200-250

325  
Olmutz, Wolfgang von Schrattenbach, taler, 1719, bust right, rev., arms (Dav. 1218), very fine            £150-200
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326  
Osnabrück, Sede Vacante, 1698, taler, Hannover, chronogrammatic date, St Peter holding keys and book, rev., 
monastery of Getrudenberg, left and right spires almost of equal height, stars above, 29.39g (Dav. 5674a; Zepernick 233), 
edge fault at left of scroll and some reverse weakness, extremely fine or better, scarce thus, in NGC holder graded MS62    
  £500-700 
327  
Osnabrück, Sede Vacante, 1728, silver medal, by Peter Paul Werner, St Peter, arms around, rev., Charlemagne, arms 
around, 34.27 (Zepernick 235), virtually mint state     £200-250

328  
Osnabrück, Sede Vacante, 1761, silver medal, unsigned, Dordrecht, St. Peter, arms around, rev., Charlemagne, arms 
around, 45.3mm, 26.49g (Zepernick 236), virtually mint state    £200-250

329  
Osnabrück, Frederick Duke of York created Bishop, 1764, silver medals (2), by Thomas Pingo, Spes seated, rev., 
nine-line inscription, 42.7mm, 28.00, 27.50g (BHM 90), one with reverse scratch, extremely fine and toned  (2)   
   £150-200

330  
Öttingen, Albert Ernst (1659-83), Elevation to Prince, 1675, chronogrammatic date, reichstaler, bust right, rev. arms, 
29.27g (Dav. 7138), about extremely fine and very rare    £1,800-2,200

331  
Paderborn, Dietrich Adolf von der Recke (1650-61), reichstaler, 1656 Paderborn, threequarters facing bust, rev., 
helmeted arms, 28.44g (Dav. 5692), very fine, reverse better, very rare     £2,500-3,000

332  
Paderborn, Dietrich Adolf von der Recke, fourteenth taler or doppelter fürstengroschen, 1656 Neuhaus, 2.49g 
(Schwede 117),  fine    £100-150
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333  
Paderborn, Hermann Werner Wolff Metternich zur Gracht (1683-1704), ducat, 1684, bust right, rev., arms with 
garniture, motto provide et ivste below, 3.45g (F. 1961), on a wavy flan, good very fine, very rare     £8,000-10,000

334  
Paderborn, Hermann Werner Wolff Metternich zur Gracht, taler struck in gold, 1685, St Anthony of Padua, rev., 
mitred and helmeted arms, motto provide et ivste below, 22.20g (type as Dav. 5710), carefully chased in fields to produce 
a contrasting effect in the manner of some contemporary medals, devices and legends virtually as struck, in NGC holder 
(as ‘7 ducats’) graded UNC DETAILS / TOOLED    £25,000-30,000
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335  
Paderborn, Hermann Werner Wolff Metternich zur Gracht, taler struck in gold, 1694, bust right, rev., crowned 
arms with crozier and sword, motto provide et ivste below, 22.10g (type as Dav. 5713A), a little bent, minor marks and 
has been cleaned in the past, extremely fine or better    £12,000-15,000

This piece  has been graded by NGC as  UNC DETAILS / REPAIRED. The present cataloguer can see no evidence of ‘repair’ so the coin has 
been removed from the holder in order that prospective purchasers may examine it for themselves.  

  

336  
Paderborn, Hermann Werner von Wolff-Metternich zur Gracht, reichstaler, 1694 Neuhaus, with punctuated 
date, bust right, rev., arms (Dav. 5713A), very fine and rare     £800-1,000
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337  
Paderborn, Franz Arnold Wolff Metternich zur Gracht (1704-18), double ducat, 1717 wr (Wilhelm Ritter, 
mintmaster at Münster), 6.92g (F. 1779), light test-mark, almost as struck, in NGC holder graded MS63    £20,000-30,000

340  
Paderborn, Franz Arnold von Wolff-Metternich zur Gracht, reichstaler, 1718 agp (Anton Gottfried Pott), Neuhaus, 
bust right, rev., arms, 28.85g (Dav. 2511), extremely fine and extremely rare, in NGC holder graded AU58    
 £10,000-15,000

338  
Paderborn, Franz Arnold von Wolff-Metternich zur Gracht, reichstaler, 1713 ap (Anton Gottfried Pott), Neuhaus, 
bust right, rev., arms, 29.14g (Dav. 2510), extremely fine and very rare, in NGC holder graded MS63     £5,000-7,000

339  
Paderborn, Franz Arnold von Wolff-Metternich zur Gracht, reichstaler, 1717 agp (Anton Gottfried Pott), Neuhaus, 
bust right, rev., arms, 29.17g (Dav. 2511), good very fine and extremely rare       £7,000-9,000
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341  
Paderborn, Sede Vacante, 1719, reichstaler, Clausthal, St Liborius on clouds above cathedral, rev., mitre on cushion, 
29.28g (Dav. 2512; Zepernick 241), better than extremely fine and toned, rare, in NGC holder graded MS63    £800-1,000

342  
Paderborn, Sede Vacante, 1719, silver medal, by Peter Paul Werner, standing figure of Charlemagne, arms around, 
rev., St. Liborius standing holding model of cathedral, arms around, 44.7mm, 29.01g, (Schwede 262; Zepernick 241), 
extremely fine     £250-300

343  
Paderborn, Sede Vacante, 1719, medallic 12 ducats, edge lettered and dated, 41.68g (type as Zepernick 241), mint 
state, in NGC holder graded MS64PL     £15,000-20,000
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344  
Paderborn, Klemens August von Bayern (1719-61), 900th Anniversary of the Transfer of the Relics of St 
Liborius from Le Mans to Paderborn, 1736, silver medal, by Peter Paul Werner, two angels holding sarcophagus, 
rev., twelve-line inscription, 43.9mm, 24.55 (Schwede p. 443), virtually mint state         £150-200

345  
Paderborn, Klemens August von Bayern, 900th Anniversary of the Transfer of the Relics of St Liborius 
from Le Mans to Paderborn, 1736, silver medal, by Peter Paul Werner, similar to the last, 43.9mm, 24.08 (Schwede p. 
443), virtually mint state     £150-200

346  
Paderborn, Klemens August von Bayern, 900th Anniversary of the Transfer of the Relics of St Liborius 
from Le Mans to Paderborn, 1736, silver medals (2), by Peter Paul Werner, similar to the last, 35.1mm (2), 12.07, 
11.87g (Schwede P. 433), virtually as struck  (2)     £250-300

347  
Paderborn, Klemens August von Bayern, 900th Anniversary of the Transfer of the Relics of St Liborius 
from Le Mans to Paderborn, 1736, silver medals (2) by Peter Paul Werner, similar to the last, 35.1mm, 12.00, 12.23g 
(Schwede P. 433), virtually as struck  (2)    £200-300

348  
Paderborn, Sede Vacante, 1761, silver medal, by Jonas Thiébaud of Augsburg, pyramid of three shields, rev., St. 
Liborius and Charlemagne holding model of cathedral, 43.6 mm, 29.40g (Zepernick 243), virtually as struck    £200-300

344 345

349  
Paderborn, Sede Vacante, 1761, silver medal, by Jonas Thiébaud of Augsburg, similar to the last, 43.6mm, 29.66g 
(Zepernick 243), virtually as struck     £200-300
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350  
Paderborn, Wilhelm Anton von der Asseburg (1763-82), Election, 25 January 1763, 12 ducats, struck from taler 
dies, 1763, 41.53g (type as Dav. 2946), light traces of handling, virtually mint state and with light, even toning, in NGC 
holder graded MS61     £30,000-40,000

351  
Paderborn, Wilhelm Anton von der Asseburg, pfenning struck in gold, 1767 as, Neuhaus mint, 3.29g (type as KM 
256), mint state, in NGC holder graded MS62   £3,000-4,000

352  
Paderborn, Wilhelm, Freiherr von der Asseburg, Election as Bishop, 25 January 1763, konventionstaler 
Neuhaus, bust right, rev., eight-line inscription, 27.98g (Dav. Apppendix C2946; Schwede 284), mint state, in NGC holder 
graded MS65     £800-1,000
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353  
Paderborn, Wilhelm, Freiherr von der Asseburg, Election as Bishop, 25 January 1763, konventionstaler 
Neuhaus, similar to the last, 28.38g (Dav. Apppendix C2946; Schwede 284), lightly toned, virtually mint state, in NGC 
holder graded MS64     £700-900

354  
Paderborn, Wilhelm, Freiherr von der Asseburg, half-konventionstaler (two-thirds-taler), 1764 Neuhaus, bust 
right, rev., arms, 13.84g (Schwede 294), almost as struck, in NGC holder graded MS64     £200-300

355  
Paderborn, Wilhelm Anton, Freiherr von der Asseburg, 20 kreuzer, 1764 Neuhaus, arms, rev., value, 6.60g 
(Schwede, 295), virtually mint state     £200-250

356  
Paderborn, Wilhelm Anton, Freiherr von der Asseburg, 24 mariengroschen, 1765 Neuhaus, arms, rev., value. 
13.69g (Schwede 308), minor reverse weakness, virtually as struck     £150-200

357  
Paderborn, Wilhelm Anton, Freiherr von der Asseburg, 20 kreuzer, 1765 Neuhaus, arms, rev., value, 6.49g 
(Schwede, 309), minor reverse weakness, virtually mint state and rare     £300-400

358  
Paderborn, Wilhelm Anton, Freiherr von der Asseburg, 20 kreuzer, 1766 Neuhaus, arms, rev., value, 6.66g 
(Schwede 321), virtually mint state     £200-250

359  
Paderborn, Wilhelm Anton, Freiherr von der Asseburg, konventionstaler, 1767 Neuhaus, crowned arms, St. 
Liborius seated on clouds, 27.97g (Dav 2516), virtually mint state, scarce thus, in NGC holder graded MS65     £600-800

360  
Paderborn, Wilhelm Anton, Freiherr von der Asseburg, konventionstaler, 1767 Neuhaus, similar to the last, 27.91g 
(Dav. 2516), virtually mint state, scarce thus, in NGC holder graded MS64+     £600-800
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361  
Paderborn, Wilhelm Anton, Freiherr von der Asseburg, sixth-taler, 1767 Neuhaus, arms, rev., value, 6.00g, some 
weakness but as struck and apparently unrecorded     £400-600

362  
Paderborn, Wilhelm Anton, Freiherr von der Asseburg, sixth-talers (4), 1766, 1769, 1772 (2), twelfth-talers (3), 
all 1776, 2 mariengroschen (3), all 1766, mariengroschen (3), 1770 (2), 1774, 6 pfenning (2), 1764, 1765, pfenning, 1766, all 
Neuhaus, six pfenning good fine to very fine, others extremely fine or better  (16)     £400-600

363  
Paderborn, Wilhelm, Freiherr von der Asseburg, half-konventionstaler (two-thirds-taler), 1770 Neuhaus, bust 
right, rev., arms, 13.67g (Schwede 340), virtually as struck, in NGC holder graded MS62     £200-300

364  
Paderborn, Wilhelm, Freiherr von der Asseburg, half-konventionstaler (two-thirds-taler), 1770 Neuhaus, similar  
to the last, 13.91g (Schwede 340), virtually as struck     £200-300

365  
Paderborn, Friedrich Wilhelm von Westphalen (1782-89), ducat, 1784, Brunswick mint 3.47g (F. (as Hildesheim) 
1328; Schwede 350), surface knock after frid. in legend and with a small scratch below shield, otherwise brilliant mint 
state     £1,500-2,500

366  
Paderborn, Friedrich Wilhelm von Westphalen, twelfth-talers (2), both 1783 Neuhaus, 3.32, 3.21g (Schwede 349), 
extremely fine or better (2)     £150-200

367  
Paderborn, Friedrich Wilhelm von Westphalen, half-konventionstaler of 16 gute groschen, 1785 Brunswick, crowned 
arms, rev., value and date, 13.92g (Schwede 351), almost as struck, rare thus, in NGC holder graded MS64    £600-800 

368  
Paderborn, Friedrich Wilhelm von Westphalen, half-konventionstaler, 1786 Brunswick, St. Liborius seated on 
clouds, rev., crowned arms, 13.73g (Schwede 352), mint state, in NGC holder graded MS64+    £300-350

369  
Paderborn, Friedrich Wilhelm von Westphalen, half-konventionstaler, 1786 Brunswick, similar to the last, 13.84g 
(Schwede 352), virtually mint state and toned, in NGC holder graded MS65+     £250-300
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370  
Passau, Joseph Domenicus von Lamberg (1723-61), ducat, 1747, 3.46g (F. 2075; Kellner 165), good very fine to 
extremely fine   £1,500-2,000

371  
Pfalz-Neuburg, Marriage of Johann Wilhelm and Anna Maria Ludovica de Medici, 1691, silver medal, by 
Johann Selter, (struck between 1708 and 1711), bust of Johann Wilhelm right, rev, bust of Anna Maria Ludovica right, 
62.8mm, 100.32g (Stemper 393), edge bruise and reverse scuffs, otherwise about extremely fine and extremely rare     
 £1,000-1,500

372  
Pfalz-Neuburg, Marriage of Johann Wilhelm and Anna Maria Ludovica de Medici, 1691, silver medal, by 
Johann Selter, (struck between 1708 and 1711), similar to the last, 49mm, 58.64g (Stemper 394), extremely fine and 
extremely rare     £1,000-1,500

373  
Pfalz-Neuburg, Reichsvicariat of Johann Wilhelm 1711, silver medal by Phillp Heinrich Müller, bust right, rev., 
eleven-line inscription, 43.8mm, 58.12g (Stemper 410), extremely fine and toned, rare     £500-700
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374  
Pfalz-Neuburg, Widowhood of Anna Maria Ludovica de Medici, 1716, silver medal, unsigned (by Johann Selter 
after a design by Gabriel Grupello), bust right, in widow’s veil, rev., angel on clouds holding cross, 63.9mm, 103.62g 
(Stemper 436), extremely fine and extremely rare     £1,500-2,000

375  
Pfalz-Neuberg, Karl Philipp (1710-42), ducat, 1737, 3.47g (F. 2022), scratched in obverse field, otherwise extremely 
fine     £1,200-1,500

376  
Pfalz-Neuberg, Karl Philipp, Memorial double ducat on his death, 31st December 1742, 7.29g (F. 2033a), a little lightly 
struck at reverse centre, mint state, in NGC holder graded MS62, rare  £10,000-15,000

377  
Pfalz, Karl Philipp, silver striking of Memorial double ducat on his death, 31st December 1742, 5.51g (Haas 53), virtually 
mint state and toned     £200-250
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378  
Pfalz-Sulzbach, Marriage of Karl Theodor to Elizabeth Maria Augusta, 1742, silver striking of ducat, conjoined 
busts right, rev., arms, 22.2mm, 2.34g (Stemper 474), extremely fine     £150-200

379  
Pfalz, Karl Theodor (1743-99), two-thirds taler feinsilber, 1748 Mannheim, bust right, rev., arms, value below, 12.97g 
(Dav. 749; Hass 90), slight weakness, better than very fine and scarce     £300-400

380  
Pfalz-Sulzbach, Karl Theodor (1743-99), Rheingold ducat, 1764, 3.45g (F. 2037), on a slightly wavy flan and with 
light marks, generally very fine £600-800

381  
Pommern Stettin, Philip II (1606-18), four-reichstaler, undated, Stettin, struck from reichstaler dies, bust right, rev., 
griffin left holding sword within circle, 10 arms around, 114.26g (cf. Dav. 7210 (double-reichstaler), weak in places, good 
fine and very rare, apparently unpublished as a four-taler piece  £7,000-10,000

382  
Pommern, Karl XI of Sweden (1660-97), two-thirds taler, 1689, bust right, rev., arms, 16.55g (Dav. 767), very fine 
and toned     £150-200
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383  
Prussia, Brandenburg Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm (1640-88), double ducat, Berlin, 1644 AB, 6.92g (F. 2197), 
creasemark and edge lightly crimped in a couple of places, otherwise about very fine   £2,000-3,000

384  
Prussia, Brandenburg Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm, double ducat, Koenigsberg, 1675 hs, 6.91g (F. 2251), slightly 
bent, generally very fine  £4,000-6,000

385  
Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm, two-thirds taler, 1674 il (Dav. 244); Friedrich II (1740-80), third-talers (3), 1768, 
1772, 1776, sixth-taler, 1766, all Breslau, and stuber, 1772 a; Friedrich Wilhelm II (1786-97), third-talers (3), 1786, 
1789, both Berlin, 1786 Königsberg; Friedrich Wilhelm III (1797-1840), 3 kreuzer, 1806 Berlin, stuber and 3 kreuzer 
good very fine, others mostly fine  (10)     £150-200

386  
Prussia, Friedrich III (1688-1701), two-thirds talers (4), Berlin, 1689 (3), 1692, all lcs, bust right, rev. arms (Dav. 270 
(3), 271), very fine or slightly better  (4)     £250-300

387  
Prussia, Friedrich III, two-thirds talers (3), 1689 Minden bh (Dav. 277), 1692, 1695, both Emmerich wh, bust right, 
rev., arms (Dav. 282), very fine or slightly better  (3)    £250-300

388  
Prussia, Kingdom, Friedrich I (1701-13), ducat, 1711 cs, Berlin, 3.45g (F. 2300), on wavy flan, very fine 
 £1,500-2,000 
389  
Prussia, Friedrich I, two-thirds taler, 1701 Berlin cs, bust right, rev., arms, 17.04g (Dav. 286), minor edge fault and 
slight weakness, very fine     £500-700

390  
Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm I (1713-40), ducat, 1718 i.f.s., Berlin, 3.43g (F. 2357), minor metal flaw and a few marks, 
good fine to very fine     £300-400
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391  
Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm I, two-thirds taler, 1719 Berlin i.g.n., bust right, rev., arms, 17.49g (Dav. 301), about 
extremely fine, scarce thus     £500-700

392  
Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm I, ducat, 1727 e.g.n , Berlin, 3.46g (F. 2359), small test-mark, very fine £500-700

393  
Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm I, ducat, 1728 e.g.n., Berlin, 3.45g (F. 2359), rim slightly crimped below bust, good very 
fine     £700-900

394  
Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm I, ducat, 1731 e.g.n , Berlin, 3.47g (F. 2359), minor scratch, good very fine   £700-900

395  
Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm I, ducat, 1737 e.g.n., rev., Star of the Order of the Black Eagle, Berlin, 3.48g (F. 2338), good 
very fine to extremely fine   £600-800

396  
Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm I, ducat, 1737 e.g.n., rev., Star of the Order of the Black Eagle, Berlin, 3.47g (F. 2338), good 
very fine to extremely fine   £600-800

397  
Prussia, Friedrich II (1740-86), ducat, 1745 e.g.n , rev., eagle over trophy of arms, 3.41g (F. 2370), on a wavy flan and 
with a couple of small scratches, about very fine     £600-800

398  
Prussia, Friedrich II, Homage of Königsberg, 1740, silver striking of ducat of a quarter-taler weight, bust right, rev., 
Justicia standing, 7.28g (cf. Olding 375), virtually mint state     £150-200

399  
Prussia, Battle of Kesselsdorf and Peace of Dresden, 1745, silver medal by G.W. Kittel, view of the battle, rev., Pax 
over the city of Dresden, 32.8mm, 12.06g (Olding 907; Pax in Nummis 547; Merseberger 2415), edge bruise, good very 
fine     £150-200
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401  
Prussia, Death of Friedrich II, 1786, silver medal, by J.G. Holtzhey, uniformed bust left, rev., urn on pedestal, trophy 
of arms around, 45.2mm, 23.33g (Olding 753), mint state and toned     £200-300

402  
Prussia, Death of Friedrich II, 1786, silver medal, by D.F. Loos, bust right with radiate crown, rev., Borussia kneeling 
before altar, 43.2mm, 28.14g (Olding 756), virtually as struck and toned    £200-250

403  
Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm IV (1840-61), Homage of Berlin, 1840, silver medal, by K. Fischer and C. Pfeuffer, 
bust right, rev., central Prussian arms on Iron Cross, with crossed sword and sceptre on orb, eight provincial shields around, 
42.3mm, 28.70g (Marienb. 4218), in damaged case of issue, virtually mint state and toned    £150-200

404  
Prussia, Centenary of Berlin University, 1910, 3 mark, Battle of Leipzig Centenary, 1913, 2 mark; Battle of 
Leipzig Memorial, 1913, 3 mark; Saxony, 500th Anniversary of the University of Leipzig, 1909, 2 marks, all 
mint state  (4)    £100-150

405  
Saxony, Friedrich III der Weise (1486-1525), quarter-guldengroschen, 1507, Nuremberg, bust right, arms either 
side, rev., Imperial eagle, 7.11g (Merseberger 422), slight weakness in reverse legend, very fine and very rare   
 £1,500-2,000

406  
Saxony, double pesttaler, 1528, Annaberg?, the bronze serpent, rev., crucifixion scene, 48.5mm, 58.28g (Katz 8), very fine 
and rare     £1,000-1,500 

400  
Prussia, Peace of Teschen, 1779, silver medal, by D. F. Loos, bust of Friedrich II on plinth, Justice and Bellona either 
side, rev., Bellona seated, 43.6mm, 28.84g (Pax in Nummis 626; Olding 708), extremely fine     £200-250
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407  
Saxony, Georg der Bartige (1500-39), taler, 1533 Morgenstern-Annaberg, bust left, central Wettin arms, four shields 
around, 28.89g (Dav. 9785; Merseberger 596), very fine and rare     £1,200-1,500

408  
Saxony, Friedrich III, Johann and Georg (1507-25), klappmützentaler, undated, Annaberg, capped bust of Friedrich 
right holding sword, rev., capped busts of Johann and Georg vis à vis, 29.04g (Dav. 9709), very fine     £400-600

409  
Saxony, Johann I and Georg (1525-32), taler, undated (1525), Annaberg, bust of Johann right, rev., bust of Georg left, 
28.64g (Dav. 9717), about very fine and scarce     £600-800

410  
Saxony, Johann Friedrich and Georg (1532-39), taler, 1536, Annaberg, bust of Johann Friedrich, rev., bust of Georg 
right, 28.89g (Dav. 9721), very fine      £200-300

411  
Saxony, Johann Friedrich I and Heinrich II (1539-41), taler, 1540, Annaberg, bust of Johann, rev., bust of Friedrich 
right, 28.84g (Dav. 9128), very fine     £200-300

412  
Saxony, Johann Friedrich I and Heinrich II, taler, 1540, Annaberg, similar to the last, 28.94g (Dav.9128), very fine   
   £200-300

413  
Saxony, August (1553-86), piedfort schreckenberger or engelgroschen, 1562, Dresden, of approximately six-times weight, 
two angels supporting Saxon arms, rev., angel supporting Wettin arms, 24.77g (cf. Merseberger 716 (Schreckenberger)), 
traces of gilding, very fine and apparently unpublished   £1,500-2,000

414  
Saxony, August, Capture of Gotha, 1567, taler, arms, rev., nine-line inscription, 28.68g (Dav. 9800), very fine     
 £200-300
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415  
Saxony, Christian II, Johann Georg I and August (1591-1611), reichstaler, 1592, Dresden, half-length facing figures 
of the three brothers, rev., helmeted arms, 29.12 (Dav. 9820), flan crack, better than very fine     £200-250

416  
Saxony, Christian II, Johann Georg I and August, reichstalers (2), 1601 Dresden, similar to the last, 26.33g 
(Dav.7557), 1602 Dresden, half-length bust of Christian right holding sword, rev., busts of Johann Georg I and August, 
fourteen shields around, 28.84g (Dav.7561), first with edge shaved, otherwise about very fine  (2)     £250-300

417  
Saxony, Johann Georg I and August (1611-15), reichstaler, 1612 Dresden half-length bust of Johann Georg I holding 
sword, rev., bust of August right, eighteen shields around, 28.93g (Dav. 7573), very fine    £200-250

418  
Saxony, Johann Georg I alone (1615-56), reichstalers (3), 1617, 1620, 1638, all Dresden, half-length bust right holding 
sword, rev., arms, 29.08, 28.85, 28.90 (Dav. 7591 (2), 7612), generally about very fine  (3)     £300-350

419  
Saxony, Battle of Breitenfeld, 1631, cast silver medal, by Jonas Georgens, Gustavus Adolphus II on horseback, city 
view in background, rev., four medallions within cartouche, 47.2mm, 14.47g (Hild. 131,56), good very fine     £300-400

420  
Saxony, Johann Georg I, restrike Sophienducat dated 1616, 3.48g (F. 2642), mint state, in NGC holder graded 
MS65+ £600-800

421  
Saxony, Johann Georg I, restrike Sophienducat dated 1616, 3.47g (F. 2642), extremely fine  £400-600
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422  
Saxony, Johann Georg III (1680-91), two-thirds talers (2), both 1691, bust right, rev., arms within palm branches and 
Death, 12 September 1691, eleven-line inscription, rev., arm emerging from clouds holding flag, 15.65, 15.46g (Dav. 810, 
811), very fine; with Relief of Vienna, 1683, small silver medal, armoured bust of Johan Georg as Mars, rev., table with 
two crowns (Tenzel 2, 648 II), scuffs and minor bruises good very fine  (3)     £200-250

423  
Saxony, Friedrich August I (1694-1733), ducat, 1721, 3.48g (F. 2781), on a slightly wavy flan, good extremely fine, in 
NGC holder graded UNC DETAILS / BENT £2,500-3,000

424  
Saxony, Friedrich August I, commemorative double ducat on his Coronation as Augustus II The Strong of Poland, 
1697, 6.91g (F. 2826; Kahnt 243), mint state, in NGC holder graded MS62+      £3,000-4,000

425  
Saxony, Friedrich August I, gold token or ‘coselducat’, undated, (circa 1697), Cupid with bow, rev., cock and hen, 3.47g 
(Merseburger 1586), mint state, in NGC holder graded MS63  £1,000-1,500

426  
Saxony, Friedrich August I, two-thirds taler, 1697 Dresden ik, bust right, rev., arms,16.81g (Dav. 817), edge fault very 
fine     £200-250

427  
Saxony, Friedrich August I, two-thirds taler, 1698 Leipzig eph, 16.85g (Dav 820)¸ very fine     £200-250

428  
Saxony, Friedrich August I, third-taler, 1698 Leipzig eph, bust right, rev., arms, 8.30g (Kahnt 139), very fine and 
scarce     £250-300

429  
Saxony, Friedrich August I, two-thirds taler, 1703 Leipzig eph, bust right, rev., arms, 16.84g (Dav. 820), very fine    
 £200-250 
430  
Saxony, Friedrich August I, two-thirds taler, 1703 Dresden, ilh, similar to the last, 15.56g (Dav. 819), unevenly toned, 
very fine    £200-250
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431  
Saxony, Friedrich August II (1733-63), ducat on the Vicariat, 1745, 3.49g (F. 2867), almost mint state, in NGC holder 
graded MS63  £2,000-3,000

432  
Saxony, Friedrich August II, ducat, 1750, 3.47g (F. 2845; Kahnt 508), slightly wavy flan, good very fine 
    £1,500-2,000

433  
Saxony Friedrich August II, two-thirds taler, 1737 Dresden fwôf, 13.73g (Dav. 830), obverse scuffed, almost extremely 
fine, rev. better, scarce thus     £400-600

434  
Saxony, Friedrich August III (1763-1827), ducat, Leipzig, 1764 ifof, 3.48g (F. 2880), mint state, in NGC holder 
graded MS62 [incorrectly labelled as ‘F. 2871’]    £1,000-1,200

435  
Sachsen-Altenburg, Johann Philip, Friedrich, Johann Wilhelm and Friedrich Wilhelm II (1602-25), 
reichstaler, 1625 wa, Saalfeld, reverse inscription ends alden, 28.86g (Schnee 278; Dav. 7321), very fine     £200-250
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436  
Sachsen-Altenburg, Friedrich Wilhelm II (1639-69), reichstaler, 1640 Coburg, bust right, helmet before, rev., 
helmeted arms, 28.96g (Dav. 7389), small scratch behind bust, better than very fine and rare     £700-900

437  
Sachsen-Coburg-Eisenach, Johann Casimir and Johann Ernst (1572-1633), reichstaler, 1618 Coburg, busts of 
the two Dukes vis à vis, rev., knight on horseback shields around, 28.81g (Dav. 7429), edge fault, about very fine      
 £200-250

438  
Sachsen Gotha, John Law, 1720, satirical silver medal, unsigned (by Christian Wermuth), with chronοgrammatic date, 
beeter In Die wyDe wereLt aLs In Die naUe bUytk of kIst, man seated, lighting pipe with scrip and defecating coins 
which sprout wings and fly away, above nvmmvs vbi loqvitvr, in ex. nooIt breek  yser 22 pro cent, rev., dis/ting/uend/
vm in centre, around avt deservnt nos avt deserimvs illos, 32.9mm, 10.96g (Betts 126 obv., 127 rev., M.I. II, 450/57 obv; 
Wohlfahrt 20.011, obv.; John Ford collection. part XIII, Stack’s February 2011, lot 604, same dies), rev. fault, very fine and 
extremely rare     £1,000-1,500

439  
Sachsen-Gotha-Altenburg, Friedrich II (1689-1732), Marriage to Magdalena Augusta of Anhalt-Zerbst, 
1696, large silver medal, by Christian Wermuth, busts vis à vis, rev., conjoined family trees, edge lettered, 52mm, 72.38g 
(Merseberger 3141; Tenzel 75, II), extremely fine and very rare     £1,800-2,200

440  
Sachsen-Gotha-Altenburg, Friedrich III (1732-72), half-taler, 1764 Gotha, bust right, d.g. in legend, rev., crowned 
arms supported by lions, 14.01g (Merseberger 3244), minor marks to right of obverse, otherwise better than extremely 
fine, in NGC holder graded MS63     £250-300
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441  
Sachsen-Weimar-Eisenach, Johann Ernst and his Seven Brothers (from 1605), goldgulden, 1614 wa, 3.49g all 
in (F. 3014), fitted with old loop-mount, slightly bent, good very fine    £400-600

442  
Sachsen-Weimar, Wilhelm Ernst and his Seven Brothers, taler, 1617 wa, Saalfeld, central bust of Wilhelm Ernst, 
seven brothers around, rev., helmeted arms, 28.81g (Dav. 7529; Merseberger 3799), very fine     £200-250

443  
Sachsen-Weimar, Wilhelm (1641-62), Death, 1662, quarter-taler, pyramid, rev., crowned sheaf of arrows, ribbon 
held by two hands behind, 7.31g (Merseberger 3889), better than very fine and rare    £250-300

444  
Schaumberg-Lippe, Wilhelm I Friedrich Ernst (1748-77), 10 taler, 1763, 13.35g (F. 3068), with adjustment marks, 
good very fine    £3,000-4,000

445  
Schaumburg-Lippe, Wilhelm I Friedrich Ernst, reichstaler, 1765, bust left, rev., crowned arms, 19.79g, 30 mm (Dav 
2764), better than extremely fine and toned, in NGC holder graded MS62+    £250-300

446  
Schaumberg-Lippe, Philipp Ernst (1777-87), ducat, 1777, 3.49g (F. 3071; Weinm. 59), several marks and edge 
slightly crimped below shield, otherwise extremely fine and rare     £3,000-4,000
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447  
Schaumburg-Lippe, Philipp Ernst, Marriage to Juliane von Hesse-Philippsthal, 1780, silver medal, by W. 
Dobicht, conjoined busts right, rev., Roman warrior before altar, 38mm, 20.81g (Weinm. 61), scuffed, about extremely 
fine     £250-300

448  
Schlesien, Peace of Altranstädt and Hope for Religious Freedom, silver medal, undated (1707) and unsigned 
(by Philip Heinrich Müller), Spes seated with palm branch and anchor, rev., Chastity, Religion and Justice around an oval 
table, 47.2mm, 20.42g (FuS 4188), extremely fine     £200-250

449  
Schlick, Stephan, Burian, Hieronymous, Heinrich and Lorenz (1505-26), taler, undated (circa 1517), St Joachim 
standing, shield to left, rev., Bohemian lion rampant, 28.97 (Dav. 8138), very fine     £1,500-2,000

450  
Schlick, Stephan, Burian, Hieronymous, Heinrich and Lorenz, half-taler, undated, (circa 1517), similar to the 
taler, 14.28g (Pol. 139), good very fine and extremely rare     £3,000-5,000

451  
Schlick, Stephan, Burian, Hieronymous, Heinrich and Lorenz, quarter-taler, undated, (circa 1517), similar to the 
taler, 7.24g (cf. Donebauer 3752), very fine and very rare     £1,500-2,000
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452  
Schlick, Stephan, Burian, Hieronymous, Heinrich and Lorenz, taler, undated, (1520-25), St Joachim standing 
left, shield below, rev., Bohemian lion rampant, legend ends rex bo*, 28.77g (Dav. 8141), very fine    £1,200-1,500

453  
Schlick, Stephan, Burian, Hieronymous, Heinrich and Lorenz, taler, undated, (1520-25), similar to the last, rev. 
legend ends rex. bo*, 28.85g (Dav. 8141), almost very fine    £1,000-1,200

454  
Schlick, Stephan, Burian, Hieronymous, Heinrich and Lorenz, taler, undated, (1520-25), similar to the last, rev., 
legend ends rex. boe*, 28.54g (Dav. 8141), very fine     £1,200-1,500

455  
Schlick, Stephan, Burian, Hieronymous, Heinrich and Lorenz, taler, 1525, m.m. crossed lily, similar to the last, 
legend ends rex. bo*, (Dav. 8142), very fine and rare    £1,500-2,000
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456  
Schwäbischer Kreis (Suebian League), Karl Rudolf von Württemberg-Neuenstadt as Guardian for Karl Eugen (1737-
38), ducat, 1737, 3.48g (F. 3371), mint state and with much original mint colour, in NGC holder graded MS65 
     £6,000-8,000

457  
Schwarzburg, Gunther XLI von Arnstadt and Johann Gunther von Sonderhausen (1552-69), reichstaler, 
1560 Arnstadt, helmeted arms, rev., Imperial eagle with title of Ferdinand I, 28.22g (Dav. 9829), very fine and rare    
  £1,000-1,200

458  
Schwarzburg, Ferdinand Wilhelm Eusebius (1683-1703), reichstaler, 1696 Kremnitz, mintmaster Martin Josef 
Mayerl, conjoined busts of Ferdinand and his wife Maria Anna von Sulz right, rev., pair of crowned and mantled arms, 
29.10g (Dav. 7702), extremely fine and toned    £300-400

459  
Speyer, Damian Hugo (1719-43), ducat, 1726, 3.45g (F. 3308), scuffed in field, otherwise good extremely fine, in NGC 
holder graded MS62*PL      £3,000-4,000

460  
Speyer, Death of Franz Christoph von Hutten, 1770, quarter-konventionstaler, Mannheim, arms, rev., nine-line 
inscription, 7.01g (Ehrend 7/36), virtually mint state, rare thus     £400-600

461  
Speyer, Death of Franz Christoph von Hutten, 1770, eighth-konventionstaler, Mannheim, similar to the quarter-
konventionstaler, 3.37g (Ehrend 7/35), virtually mint state     £150-200
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462  
Speyer, Sede Vacante, 1770, silver medal by A. Schäffer, Madonna and Child, arms around, rev., Cathedral arms, arms 
around, 46mm, 36.42g, (Zepernick 252), virtually mint state and rare [300 examples struck]    £300-400

463  
Speyer, Damian August von Limburg Stirum (1770-97), Enthronement, 1770, half-konventionstaler, Mannheim, 
arms, Minerva between two gennii, radiant sun above, 13.97g (Ehrend 7.39), extremely fine and toned     £150-200

464  
Stolberg, Christoph Friedrich and Jost Christian (1704-38), quarter-ducat, undated, .87g (F. 3333), test-marks 
and scratched, very fine  £100-200

465  
Stolberg, Christoph Friedrich and Jost Christian, ducat, 1725, 3.46g (F. 3325), slightly wavy flan, very fine or 
better     £400-600

466  
Stolberg-Stolberg and Stolberg-Rossla, Christoph Friedrich and Jost Christian, reichstaler, 1707, struck from 
the Stolberg silver mine, helmeted arms, rev., stag by pillar, 29.11g (Dav. 2797; Friedrich 1489), extremely fine, scarce 
thus     £400-600

467  
Stolberg, Christian Ludwig II and Friedrich Botho (1739-61), ducat, 1743/2, 3.44g (F. 3336), very fine 
   £600-800 
468  
Stralsund, Karl XI (1660-97), third-taler, 1677, arrow shaped arms, rev., cross, 9.51g (Ahl. 60), very fine and scarce    
 £200-250 
469  
Stuttgart, silver striking of a New Year half-ducat, undated (18th Century), city view, rev., new year greeting, 1.70g (Binder 
27), extremely fine and rare     £150-200
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470  
Trier, Raban von Helmstädt (1436-39), weisspfennig, 1437 Koblenz, arms, rev., St Peter, 2.04g (Noss 462), very fine 
and scarce     £200-300

471  
Trier, Kuno I (1362-88), goldgulden, Wesel mint, St Peter standing, rev., arms in trefoil, 3.50g (F. 3404), wavy flan, 
very fine   £300-400

472  
Trier, Johann II, Margraf von Baden (1456-1503), blanken (1470) Koblenz, St Peter, rev., central stars within three 
circles, 2.33g (Noss 511), light crease, very fine and scarce     £200-250

473  
Trier, Johann VII (1581-99), albus, 1592, Koblenz, m.m. crossed crozier, St. Peter standing, legend ends elec, rev., 
arms, legend ends conf., 1.82g, very fine and rare     £200-300

474  
Trier, Philip Christoph von Sötern (1623-52), half-taler klippe, 1624, bust right, rev., helmeted arms, 14.39g, has 
been mounted and gilt, very fine and of the highest rarity     £2,000-3,000

475  
Trier, Sede Vacante, 1715, eighth-taler, Koblenz, mintmaster Gerhard Gödt, St Peter holding keys on cloud, rev., St 
Helena holding staff, 3.69g (Zepernick 30), virtually mint state and toned, very rare thus     £300-400

476  
Trier, Clemens Wenzel von Sachsen (1768-94), konventionstaler, 1769 Koblenz, bust left, rev., arms, 28.01g (Dav. 
2833), unevenly toned, about extremely fine     £400-600
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477  
Waldeck, Hermann von Waldeck (1184-1223) or Dietrich von Schwalenberg (1185-1214), denar (circa 1200), 
Korbach (?), imitating a Soest issue, wall and tower with crozier and pennon, rev., s/colonii/a, 1.29g (cf. Havernick 923), 
very fine and scarce     £200-300

478  
Waldeck, Karl August Friedrich (1728-63), quarter-ducat, 1760, .86g (F. 3496), light test-mark, extremely fine 
     £250-350

479  
Waldeck, Karl August Friedrich, quarter-ducat, 1760, .86g (F. 3496), heavily test-marked, otherwise mint state 
     £100-150

480  
Waldeck, Karl August Friedrich, ducat, 1762, 3.45g (F. 3502), very slightly bent, very fine and very rare 
     £5,000-6,000

481  
Werden and Helmstädt, Benedict von Geismar (1728-57), reichstaler, 1730 Koln, mintmaster Hans Kappers, arms, 
rev., standing figure of St Ludger, 29.17g (Dav. 2842), very fine and rare     £600-800

482  
Westfalen, Jerome Napoleon (1807-13), two-thirds taler, 1811 Clausthal, laureate bust right, rev., value, 13.12g (VG 
1972), toning spot below bust, otherwise good extremely fine and toned     £150-200
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483  
Wismar, reichstaler of 32 schilling, 1641, in the name of Ferdinand III, St Laurentius standing holding gridiron, rev., 
Imperial arms, 28.60 (Dav. 5945), very fine and very rare     £1,500-2,000

484  
Würzburg, Julius Echter von Mespelbrunn, Death, 1617, groschen, arms, rev., inscription, 2.05g (Helm. 149), 
minor weakness, better than very fine and rare     £150-200

485  
Würzburg, Konrad Wilhem von Wernau (1683-84), silver medal, by Johann Christian Müller, Stuttgart, bust right, 
rev., helmeted arms, 53.7mm, 45.21g (Domanig 357), extremely fine and extremely rare     £1,500-2,000

486  
Würzburg, Friedrich Karl von Schönborn (1729-46), ducat, 1731, 3.41g (F. 3711), buckled, fine      £300-500

487  
Würzburg, Anselm Franz von Ingelheim (1746-49), Election, 1746, silver medal, by Andreas Vestner, bust right, 
rev., two globes, the left with sacrificial lamb, the right with Ingelheim cross over ducal cap, three tents, two with flags, in 
background, 44mm, 29.02g (Helmschrott 657), better than extremely fine and toned, rare    £400-600
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488  
Würzburg, Adam Friedrich von Seinsheim (1755-79), ducat, 1776, 3.49g (F. 3725), mint state, in NGC holder 
graded MS64     £1,000-1,500

489  
Zellerfeld, double-baptismal taler, undated (circa 1700), Baptism of Christ, rev., ten-line inscription, figure 2 stamped at 
base, 52.27g (Knyphausen 7295 var.), extremely fine     £500-700

490  
Zellerfeld, baptismal taler, 1715 hh (Heinrich Horst), Baptism of Christ, rev., ten-line inscription, 29.12g (Goppel 1131), 
extremely fine     £200-250

491  
Germany, ‘Time Flies’, silver medal by Loos, undated (1800), Time with scythe and hour glass flying above celestial globe, 
rev., fire altar with stork medallion, 35.7mm, 13.58g; Friendship medal, undated (c. 1800), by Loos, Grace holding bowl 
of grapes, rev. eight-line inscription, vine around, 36.1mm, 12.77g; Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm IV, silver agriculture 
prize medal, by Loos, Ceres standing, rev., four-line inscription within wreath, 41.6mm, 30.80g and silver shooting prize 
medal, by F. Goetze, 34mm, 14.27g (Marienb. 4191), extremely fine or better  (4)     £150-200

492  
Banknote: Prussia, Preussische Haupt-Bank, 10 taler, 15 May 1856, three coloured reverse (Pick S446), central hole 
due to folding, very good to fine (illustrations reduced)      £500-800
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493   
Ancient Rome, Nero (54-68), aureus, Rome, 55-56, NERO CAESAR AVG IMP, bare head right, rev., PONTIF MAX 
TR P II P P around wreath enclosing EX S C, 7.57g (RIC 8; BMC 9), flaw on forehead of portrait, marks in obverse field, 
otherwise good fine      £700-1,000

494  
Ancient Rome, Constantius I (305-306), aureus, Trier, undated, CONSTAN-TIVS AVG, laureate head right, rev., 
HERCVLI CONSE-R AVGG ET CAESS NN, Hercules standing facing holding club and bow, lion-skin over shoulder, in ex.; 
TR, 5.25g (RIC VI, 620a; Depeyrot 11B/1; Calico 4837), obverse scratch and scuff mark, some other marks and edge nick, 
otherwise good very fine    £1,500-2,000

495  
Ancient Rome, Valentinian I (364-375), solidus, Antioch, 365, diademed bust right, rev., RESTITVTOR REIPVBLICAE, 
emperor standing holding labarum and Victory on globe; in ex., ANTB, 4.41g (RIC 2b; Depeyrot 23/1), very fine 
  £350-450

496  
Ancient Rome, Gratian (367-383), solidus, Northern Italy, 383, diademed bust right, rev., VICTOR-IA AVGG, two 
emperors enthroned facing: in ex., COM, 4.44g (RIC 34h (Thessalonica); Depeyrot 2/1), very fine £350-450

497  
Merovingian, Frisia, anonymous base gold tremissis, 7th century, degraded bust left, rev., cross potent on globe dividing 
ii-v, 1.28g, black deposit on reverse partly removed by tooling, very fine     £300-500

498  
Austria, Matthias II (1612-19), ducat, Vienna, 1612, 3.41g (F. 92), about very fine  £500-700

499  
Austria, Leopold I (1657-1705), ducat, Vienna, 1684, 3.43g (F. 276), slightly buckled and with punch-mark on reverse, 
fine to very fine     £400-600
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500  
Austria, Marriage of Karl III (brother of Josef I and later to become Holy Roman Emperor Karl VI) and 
Elisabeth Christine of Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, 23 April 1708, medallic 14 ducats, 1708, 48.73g (Montenuevo 
1348), light surface marks from handling, good extremely fine, in NGC holder graded MS61     £15,000-20,000

501  
Austria, Maria Theresia (1740-80), Birth of Josef II, medallic half-ducat, 1741, 1.74g (Montenuevo 1688; Julius 
1687), surface scuffs and scratches, about extremely fine     £400-600

502  
Austria, Franz I (1745-65), ducat, Vienna, 1765, 3.47g (F. 425), light test-mark on rim, good very fine     £400-600

503  
Austria, Franz II (1792-1806), ducat, 1792 A, Vienna, 3.50g (F. 465), a few minor scuffs, almost as struck, in NGC 
holder graded MS62   £1,000-1,500
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504  
Austria, Salzburg, Wolf Dietrich von Raitenau (1587-1612), 6 ducats, undated, Facing portraits of Saints Rupert 
and Virgil, 20.92g (F. 652), good extremely fine and evenly struck, in NGC holder graded AU58  £8,000-12,000

505  
Austria, Salzburg, Paris von Lodron (1619-53), ducat, 1640, 3.47g (F. 756), lightly bent, very fine to good very fine 
    £400-500

506  
Austria, Salzburg, Max Gandolph von Kuenburg (1668-87), quarter-ducat, 1670, .88g (F. 817), very fine 
    £150-200

507  
Austria, Salzburg, Johann Ernst von Thun und Hohenstein (1687-1709), ducat, 1688, 3.46g (F. 833), very 
lightly buckled, very fine and clear     £300-400

508  
Austria, Salzburg, Johann Ernst von Thun und Hohenstein, quarter-ducat, 1688, .87g (F. 835), minor edge 
irregularity, extremely fine    £200-300

509  
Austria, Salzburg, Franz Anton von Harrach (1709-27), ducat, 1709, 3.46g (F. 844), lightly buckled, about very 
fine     £250-300
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510  
Austria, Salzburg, Leopold Anton Eleutherius von Firmian (1727-44), ducat, 1733, 3.48g (F. 849), rim graze or 
test-mark, good very fine     £300-400

511  
Austria, Salzburg, Andreas Jakob von Dietrichstein (1747-53), quarter-ducat, 1751, .88g (F. 858), extremely fine 
     £300-400

512  
Austria, Salzburg, Sigismund III von Schrattenbach (1753-71), ducat, 1762, 3.50g (F. 865), very slightly bent, 
good very fine     £350-400

513  
Austria, Salzburg, Sigismund III von Schrattenbach, ducat, 1764, 3.44g (F. 870), rim graze and also slightly bent, 
very fine to good very fine     £300-350

514  
Austria, Salzburg, Sigismund III von Schrattenbach, ducat, 1765, 3.46g (F. 872), scratched at cloak and just below 
bust, good extremely fine, in NGC holder graded UNC DETAILS / OBV DAMAGE   £400-600

515  
Austria, Salzburg, Hieronymous Graf Colloredo (1772-1803), ducat, 1772, 3.47g (F. 880), minor scratch, almost 
as struck, in NGC holder graded MS62     £400-600

516  
Austria, Salzburg, Hieronymous Graf Colloredo, ducat, 1774, 3.48g (F. 880), practically mint state and brilliant 
but slightly buckled, cleaned in the past and with jeweller’s rouge adhering to the surface in places     £400-600

517  
Austria, Salzburg, Hieronymous Graf Colloredo, ducat, 1774, 3.48g (F. 880), tiny surface nick, good very fine 
    £300-350

518  
Austria, Salzburg, Hieronymous Graf Colloredo, quarter-ducat, 1777, .87g (F. 883), virtually as struck, with much 
original mint brilliance     £200-300

519  
Bohemia, Karl VI (1711-40), quarter-ducat, Prague, 1726, 6 over 5, .86g (F. 52e), impaired, with lower rim bent and 
buckled and with a surface knock and scratch in legends, otherwise portrait and shield good very fine     £200-300
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520    
Bohemia, Karl VI, ducat, Prague, 1723, 3.47g (F. 47b; Halačka 1783; Herinek 95), very fine and clear, rare 
     £1,500-2,000

521  
Bohemia, Coronation of Leopold II in Prague, 6 September 1791, commemorative threequarters-ducat, 1791, 
2.62g (F. Montenuevo 2243), minimal marks, practically ss struck and with much original colour, in NGC holder graded 
MS63    £1,000-1,500

522  
Denmark, Christian V (1670-99), Memorial to Victims of the Nordic Wars, double ducat, undated, smoke 
billowing from globe, vmo flamma proxima, rev., sed sangvine constant, trophy of arms, 6.90g (F. unlisted; Hede 59; 
Schou 7), very fine and very rare     £3,000-5,000

523  
Denmark, Christian VI (1730-46), ducat, 1730, 3.46g (F. 248), slightly buckled, very fine     £1,500-2,000

524  
France (?), tentatively attributed to Archbishopric of Arles, Guillaume II de la Garde (circa 1359-75), 
quarter-florin, imitative issue in the style of Republican Florentine coinage; obverse legend reads wilha-- [r(?)]e[p(?)]vs, 
Florentine lily, rev., St. John standing, .76g (cf. MIR (Firenze) p. 183, note), some marks but about very fine, interesting 
and apparently extremely rare     £1,000-2,000

525  
Hungary, Sigismund (1387-1437), goldgulden, 3,47g (F. 10; Pohl D2-4; Lengyel 18/16), about fine   £150-200

526  
Hungary, Matthias Corvinus (1458-90), goldgulden, Nagybanya mint, no inner circles on obverse or reverse, 3.51g (F. 
21; Pohl K1-22; Lengyel 36/25D), slightly bent, good very fine      £400-500
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All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

527  
Hungary, Matthias Corvinus, goldgulden, Madonna and Child type, Nagybanya mint, no inner circles on obverse or 
reverse, 3.46g (F. 22; Pohl K15-6; Lengyel 45/4D),), bent and straightened, about fine     £150-200

528  
Hungary, Matthias Corvinus, goldgulden, Nagybanya mint, 3.53g (F. 2; Pohl K15-9; Lengyel 45/8A), good very fine 
     £400-500 
529  
Hungary, Matthias Corvinus, goldgulden, Nagybanya mint, 3.44g (F. 22; Pohl K17; Lengyel 46/1), very fine 
  £400-500

536  
Hungary, Maria Theresia (1740-80), ducat, 1753, Kremnitz mint, 3.49g (F. 180), good very fine     £400-600

537  
Hungary, Maria Theresia, ducat, 1748, Nagybanya mint, 3.46g (F. 181), surface marks on obverse, generally good 
fine  £300-400

530  
Hungary, Matthias Corvinus, goldgulden, Kremnitz mint, obverse legend divides at d.g. - r, 3.54g (F. 22; Pohl K11-1; 
Lengyel type 53 var.), very fine     £400-500

531  
Hungary, Matthias Corvinus, goldgulden, Kremnitz mint, 3.61g (F. 22; Pohl K9; 1-22; Lengyel 51/1,), very fine to good 
very fine     £400-500

532  
Hungary, Matthias Corvinus, goldgulden, Kremnitz mint, 3.47g (F. 22; Pohl K11-1; Lengyel type 53 var.), fine 
     £200-250

533  
Hungary, Karl III (1711-1740), ducat, 1736, Nagybanya mint, 3.46g (F. 175), good very fine to extremely fine 
     £400-600

534  
Hungary, Karl III, gold Friendship medalet or quarter-ducat, undated, Kremnitz mint, .83g (Katz 33, Huszár-Procopius 
181a, Goppel 4357), good very fine    £120-150

535  
Hungary, Karl III, gold Friendship medalet or quarter-ducat, undated, Kremnitz mint, .83g (Katz 33, Huszár-Procopius 
181a, Goppel 4357), edge crimped, about very fine   £100-150
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All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

538  
Hungary, Josef II (1780-90), ducat, 1782, Hungarian type, 3.48g (F. 196), practically as struck, in NGC holder graded 
MS62  £300-400

539  
Hungary, Transylvania, Karl III (1711-40), ducat, Karlsburg, 1718, 3.44g (F. 520), heavy contact wear, very good to 
fine    £200-300

540  
Hungary, Transylvania, Karl III, ducat, 1721, 3.49g (F. 520), old test-mark on edge, good very fine   £400-600

541  
Hungary, Transylvania, Karl III, ducat, 1729, 3.44g (F. 520), wavy flan, fine     £300-400

542  
Hungary, Transylvania, Maria Theresia (1740-80), ducat, 1742, 3.48g (F. 542), several surface scuffs and scratches, 
otherwise very fine   £400-600

543  
Hungary, Transylvania, Maria Theresia, ducat, 1758, 3.49g (F. 543), tiny test-mark and slightly wavy flan, good 
very fine    £800-1,000

544  
Italy, Florence, Giovanni Gaston (1723-37), zecchino, 1733, 3.43g (F. 328; MIR 345/10), several scuffs and marks, 
fine or slightly better £200-300

545  
Italy, Savoy, Vittorio Amedeo II under the Regency of his Mother, Maria Giovanna Battista (1675-1680), 
doppia, 1679, Turin mint 6.52g (F. 1090; MIR 835e; Biaggi 706a), edge lightly filed in places and with some surface 
scratches, about fine  £800-1,000

546  
Italy, Savoy, Carlo Emanuele III (1730-73), zecchino, 1744, first type, crowned eagle of Savoy, rev., the Annunciation, 
3.41g (F. 1112; MIR 915b; Biaggi 783a), very fine £800-1,000

547  
Italy, Papal States, Benedict XIV (1740-58), zecchino, 1744, 3.41g (F. 231), good fine     £200-300

548  
Italy, Papal States, Sede Vacante (1758), zecchino, 1758, 3.43g (F. 235), very fine    £500-700
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549  
Liège, Bishopric of Liège, Sede Vacante, 1784, ducat, 1784, 3.47g (F. 337), lightly buckled, otherwise virtually as 
struck     £2,000-3,000

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

550  
Liège, Bishopric of Liège, Sede Vacante, 1792, ducat, 1792, 3.41g (F. 338), struck slightly off-centre, mint state and 
attractively toned, in NGC holder graded MS63     £4,000-6,000

551  
Low Countries, Campen, ducat, 1598, 3.45g (F. 161), buckled, fine   £200-250

552  
Low Countries, Holland, ducat, 1649, 3.45g (F. 249), about extremely fine     £200-300

553  
Low Countries, Holland, bezemstuiver struck in gold of half-ducat weight, 1745, 1.74g, minor scuffs, extremely fine 
     £120-150

554  
Low Countries, Holland, 7 gulden, 1751, 4.98g (F. 254), good very fine     £350-450

555  
Low Countries, Overijssel, ducat, undated, circa 1590, imitating Spanish coinage of the Reyes Católicos, with facing 
busts of Ferdinand and Isabella, 3.33g (F. 262; Delmonte 1048), buckled, generally fine, with clear portrait     £400-500

556  
Low Countries, Utrecht, 14 gulden, 1760, 9.95g (F. 288), extremely fine, witbh some original mint colour 
    £700-1,000
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557  
Low Countries, Kingdom of Holland, Louis Napoleon, ducat, 1810, 3.46g (F. 322), mint state, in NGC holder 
graded MS63+     £700-900

558  
Ottoman Empire, Murad III (1574-1595), sultanis (2) of Misr and Constantinople, dated 982h, 3.41g, 3.33g, fine to 
very fine; Mahmud I (1730-1754), zer-i mahbub, Misr, 1143h, 2.60g, good very fine (3)     £300-400

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

561  
Russia, Anna (1730-40), ducat, 1739, Moscow, without stop at end of reverse legend 3.45g (F. 106; Diakov 1; Bitkin 9), 
typically buckled, fine to very fine     £5,000-7,000

562  
Russia, Elizabeth (1741-62), ducat, 1744, with stop at end of obverse legend, 3.46g (F. 113; Diakov 101; Bitkin 3), also 
typically buckled, otherwise very fine     £4,000-6,000

559  
Poland, Danzig, Johann Casimir (1649-68), ducat, 1661, 3.48g (F. 24; H-C 2201; Kop. 7664), slightly buckled, with 
minor metal flaw and a test (?) scratch behind crown, about extremely fine    £3,000-4,000

560  
Poland, Stanislas August (1764-95), ducat, bust right, rev., legend in tablet, 1773, 3.47g (F.102; Kop. 2511; H-Cz. 
3157), buckled and with a test-mark, portrait very fine     £1,500-2,000



564  
Sweden, Charles XI (1660-97), ducat, 1680, bust right wearing decorated breastplate and shoulder armour, 3.47g (F. 
45; SM 33; Delzanno 44), a few trivial marks, good very fine and very rare     £6,000-8,000

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

565  
Sweden, Charles XI (1660-97), quarter-ducat, 1692, Stockholm mint .87g (F. 46; SM 50; Delzanno 66), surface 
scratched in obverse field and with mild metal fault, good very fine     £1,000-1,200

566  
Sweden, Charles XII (1697-1718), ducat, plainly mantled bust right with short hair, 1710, 3.46g (F. 50; SM 12; Delzanno 
12), good very fine to extremely fine     £1,500-2,000

567  
Sweden, Frederik I (1720-51), ducat, 1745 hm, 3.47g (F. 64; SM 32; Delzanno 43), small test-mark on edge behind bust 
and not fully struck up at cheek, about extremely fine     £400-500

563  
Russia, Catherine the Great (1762-96), ducat, 1763, St Petersburg, 3.50g (F. 133; Diakov 17; Bitkin 103), surface 
scratches and slightly buckled, about very fine     £4,000-6,000



569  
Sweden, Gustav III (1771-92), ducat, 1777, 3.47g (F. 74; SM12; Delzanno 9), small graze in hair and above bust, 
otherwise extremely fine     £1,500-2,000

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

568  
Sweden, Adolf Frederik (1751-71), ducat, 1756, 3.45g (F. 69; SM 11; Delzanno 6), generally good very fine, the date 
extremely rare     £6,000-8,000

570  
Switzerland, Basel, goldgulden, undated, 3.16g (F. 29; Winterstein 291; Ewig 71), centre weakly struck as usual for 
type, good very fine     £400-600

571  
Switzerland, Zurich, ducat, 1730, 3.46g (F. 486a), on a ragged flan, very fine to good very fine     £300-400

572  
Switzerland, Zurich, half-ducat, 1739, 1.74g (F. 487a), metal faults but about extremely fine, nearly as struck 
     £150-200

573  
Switzerland, Helvetian Republic, 16 francs, 1800, 7.63g (F. 282), mint state, in NGC holder graded MS64  
   £2,000-3,000
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575  
Austria, Maximilian II (1564-76), guldentaler of 60 kreuzer, 1572, Joachimstal, bust right, rev., arms, 23.96g (Dav. 43; 
Vogl. 73), good fine     £200-300

576  
Austria, Rudolph II-Joseph I, group of miniature silver medals (6), all issued circa 1700 by Georg Hautsch and others 
(?), all with bust right, comprising; Rudolph II, rev. eagle above capricorn; Matthias, rev., crown with sun above, moon 
below; Ferdinand II, rev., Imperial crown, Celestial crown above, crossed sword and sceptre below; Ferdinand III, rev., 
scales of justice, sword and sceptre below; Leopold I, rev., hands holding swords emerging from clouds either side, globe 
below; and Joseph I, rev., olive branch around sword, 15.5 - 16.00mm (Mont. 643, 716, 748, 805, 861, 1245), extremely fine 
or better, all toned  (6)     £400-600

577  
Austria, Ferdinand II (1619-37), taler, 1621, Klagenfurt, bust right dividing date, rev., arms, 28.03.  (Dav. 3121), better 
than fine; Rudolph II (1576-1612), quarter-taler, 1595 Kuttenberg, bust right, rev., crowned eagle, 7.00g (Dietiker 314), 
about fine but rare  (2)     £200-250

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

574  
Austria, Tyrol, Archduke Ferdinand (1564-65), talers (3) all undated, all Hall (Dav. 8095, 8097 (2)), very fine or 
slightly better  (3)     £200-300

578  
Austria, Ferdinand II, taler, 1628 Vienna, laureate bust right, rev., arms, 28.24g (Dav. 3091), very fine     £200-250

579  
Austria, Archduke Leopold (1619-32), talers (2), 1621, 1622, both Ensisheim, bust right, rev., arms, 28.58, 27.98g 
(Dav. 3346, 3347), second with obverse scratches, very fine  (2)     £200-250

580  
Austria, Archduke Leopold, taler, 1625 Ensisheim, bust right, rev., arms, 28.43g (Dav. 3347), better than very fine     
 £150-200

581  
Austria, Ferdinand III (1637-57), quarter-taler, 1639 Vienna, laureate bust right, rev., arms, 6.99g (Herinek 602), 
good very fine and rare      £150-200

EUROPEAN COINS AND MEDALS 
IN SILVER, COPPER AND BRONZE



582  
Austria, Ferdinand III, taler, 1653, Kremnitz, laureate bust right, rev. arms, 28.58g (Dav. 3198), good very fine    
 £200-250

583  
Austria, Ferdinand III, taler, 1655, Kremnitz, similar to the last, 28.59g (Dav. 3198), some rev. weakness better than 
very fine     £200-250

584  
Austria, Tyrol, Archduke Ferdinand Karl (1632-62), taler, 1654 Hall, bust right, rev., arms, 28.70g (Dav. 3367), 
very fine     £200-250

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

585  
Austria, Tyrol, Archduke Sigismund Franz (1662-65), taler, 1665 Hall, bust right, rev., arms (Dav. 3370), extremely 
fine   £300-400

586  
Austria, Leopold I (1657-1705), Siege of Vienna, 1683, silver medal, unsigned, view of the city with the Turkish 
encampment in foreground, rev., six-line inscription with chronogrammatic date, 27mm, 8.47g (Mont. 905); another, in 
brass, similar but with eight-line inscription and normal date, 31.6mm, 4.85g, (cf. Mont. 909), first with minor reverse 
scratches, extremely fine  (2)       £200-250

587  
Austria, Leopold I, Liberation of Vienna from the Turks, 1683, schautaler, by M. Mittermaier, eagle on globe, sun 
above, rev., twenty-line inscription, 25.84 (Vogl 239), very fine and rare     £300-400

588  
Austria, Leopold I, Capture of the Fortress of Neuhäusel, 1683, from Ottoman Forces, silver medal, unsigned, 
view of the siege, rev., nine-line inscription, 36mm, 14.79g (Mont. 953), rev. scuffed, almost extremely fine     £250-300
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589  
Austria, Leopold I, taler, 1683 Hall, bust right, rev., arms, 28.31g (Dav. 3241), good very fine    £200-250

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

590  
Austria, Leopold I, Victory over the Turks at Slankamen by Ludwig Wilhelm von Baden (Türkenlouis), 
1691, silver medal, by Georg Hautsch, bust of Ludwig Wilhelm right, rev., fourteen-line inscription, 42.8mm, (Mont. 1107), 
extremely fine and rare     £500-700

591  
Austria, Leopold I, taler, 1691, Hall, 28.74g (Dav. 3243), better than very fine; quarter-taler, 1703 Kremnitz (Herinek 
902); 15 kreuzer, 1685 Mainz, 1793, Kremnitz (Herinek 1108), very fine; and 3 kreuzer, 1700 ge, Prague (Herinek 1467), 
extremely fine  (5)     £250-300

592  
Austria, Joseph I (1705-11), Capture of Milan, by Prince Eugen of Savoy, 1706, silver medal, by P. H. Müller, 
bust of Prince Eugen right, rev., Genius hurling thunderbolt at the Duke of Orleans, Genius and Goddess of city before, 
38mm, 20.59g (Mont. 1303; v.L. IV 469), rev. scratch, almost extremely fine     £400-500

593  
Austria, Joseph I, Capture of Douai by the Allies, 1710, silver medal, unsigned (by Martin Brunner), Earth eclipsing 
the light of the French sun, rev., French soldier playing dice with an Allied soldier, 43mm (Mont. 1318), minor edge bruise, 
extremely fine and rare     £600-800

594  
Austria, Karl VI (1711-40), Hungarian Coronation, Pressburg, 1712, silver medal, by G.W. Vestner, Nuremberg, 
bust right, rev., pomegranate, 32mm, 14.89g (Mont.1396), rev. scuffed, extremely fine     £300-400

595  
Austria, Karl VI, Peace of Rastatt, 1714, silver medal, by G.W. Vestner, Pax standing holding cornucopia, rev., view of 
the Palace of Rastatt, 54mm, 56.88g (Mont.1423; Pax in Nummis 458; vL. V, 241, 2), rev. scuffed, extremely fine     
 £250-300
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596  
Austria, Karl VI, Birth of Archduke Leopold, 1716, silver medal, by G.W. Vestner, Nürnburg, busts of Emperor, 
Empress and Archduke within heart, rev., six-line legend with chronogrammatic date, 32.3mm, 14.77g (Mont.-; Julius 
867), extremely fine and toned, rare     £250-300

597  
Austria, Karl VI, taler, 1719 Vienna, bust right, rev., arms,28.58g (Dav. 1036), struck from worn dies, very fine     
 £200-250

598  
Austria, Karl VI, Peace Negotiations with France, 1735, silver medal, by Andreas Vestner, bust right, rev., Spes 
standing, 43.6mm, 27.41 (Mont. 1616; Pax in Nummis 508), extremely fine     £250-300

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

599  
Austria, Karl VI, Death of Prince Eugen of Savoy, 1736, silver medal, by Peter Paul Werner, threequarters facing 
armoured bust of Prince Eugen, rev., Prince Eugen between two pillars with foot on Saturn, angel above, 43.8mm, 29.55g 
(Mont. 1622), extremely fine     £500-700

600  
Austria, Karl VI, Marriage of Maria Theresia to Francis of Lorraine, 1736, silver medal, by M. Donner, conjoined 
busts left, rev., Religion crowning two hearts on altar, 27mm, 6.22g (Mont. 1669), edge fault, extremely fine      £120-150

601  
Austria, Karl VI, Marriage of Maria Theresia to Francis of Lorraine, 1736, silver medal, by Peter Paul Werner, 
conjoined busts left, rev., two flaming hearts on altar, pair of sphinxes below, 44mm, 27.72g (Mont. 1672), extremely fine  
    £300-400

602  
Austria, Karl VI, Peace with France, 1737, silver medal, by Peter Paul Werner, conjoined busts of Karl VI and Louis 
XV, rev., Imperial eagle, 55.5mm, 58.26g (Mont. 1632; Pax in Nummis 510), virtually as struck, rare thus    £1,000-1,200



603  
Austria, Karl VI, Peace with France, 1737, silver medal, by Peter Paul Werner, bust right, rev., eagle and angel of peace 
over battlefield, 44mm, 28.95g (Mont.1625; Pax in Nummis -), better than extremely fine and toned, very rare    £700-900

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

606  
Austria, Karl VI, 30 kreuzer, 1740 Kremnitz, bust right, rev., Madonna and Child 7.19g (Herinek 634), virtually mint 
state      £200-250

607  
Austria, Karl VI, 30 kreuzer, 1740 Kremnitz, similar to the last, 7.19g (Herinek 694), virtually mint state     £200-250

608  
Austria, Karl VI, 30 kreuzer, 1740 Kremnitz, similar to the last, 7.18g (Herinek 694), edge fault, otherwise virtually mint 
state; another similar, also 1740 (Herinek 694), about very fine; together with Revolt of the Malcontents (1703-07), 
10 poltura, 1704, arms, rev., value, very fine  (3)     £200-250

609  
Austria, Maria Theresia (1740-80), Coronation as 
King in Hungary, Pressburg, 1741, silver medal, by 
M. Donner, bust right, rev., Maria Theresia on horseback, 
view of Pressburg in background, 44.1mm, 35.13g 
(Mont.1697), light scuffs extremely fine     £250-300

604  
Austria, Karl VI, half-taler, 1740 Kremnitz, bust right, rev., arms, 14.36g (Herinek 556), virtually mint state, rare thus  
    £300-400

605  
Austria, Karl VI, half-taler, 1740 Kremnitz, bust right, rev., arms, 14.38g (Herinek 556), a few marks, extremely fine   
 £150-200
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610  
Austria, Maria Theresia, Victory of Charles of Lorraine over the Franco-Bavarian Army at Braunau, 1743, 
silver medal, by Vestner, armoured bust right, rev., crowned lion rampant beneath zodiac, 44.1mm, 29.50g (Mont.1713), 
good very fine     £200-250

611  
Austria, Marriage of Joseph II and Josepha von Bayern, 1765, silver medal, by I. N. Koernlein for the City of 
Regensburg, couple clasping hands over altar, rev., standing figure of Germania holding shield, seated figure of Ratisbona 
in foreground, 41.1mm, 21.86g (Mont.1937), minor scuffs and bruises, good very fine     £200-300

612  
Austria, Maria Theresia, miscellaneous issues (7); talers (2), 1766 Burgau, 1780 restrike, quarter-taler, 1742 Hall, 20 
kreuzer (3), 1770 Hall, 1773, 1776, both Vienna, 3 kreuzer, 1773 Vienna, first good very fine, second very fine, others 
extremely fine or better  (7)     £250-300

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

613  
Austria, Maria Theresia, Birth of the Archduke Franz, 1768, silver medal, by A. Wideman and Kaiserwerth, 
conjoined busts of Archduke Leopold and Archduchess Maria Louisa, rev., Florence holding cornucopia and the infant 
Archduke, 42mm, 26.16g (Mont. 1985), reverse scratch, extremely fine and toned     £200-300

614  
Austria, Maria Theresia, Marriage of the Archduchess Marie Antoinette to the Dauphin Louis of France, 
1770, silver medal, by A. Wideman and M. Kraft, bust right, rev., Hymen and Fortuna before altar, 43.8mm, 26.07g (Mont. 
2006), extremely fine     £200-300

615  
Austria, Maria Theresia, Homage of 
Galicia and Lodomeria, 1773, silver medal, 
by M. Kraft, conjoined busts of Joseph II and 
Maria Theresia right, rev., Galicia kneeling 
before Austria, 50mm, 43.61 (Mont. 2053), 
extremely fine     £200-300
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All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

616  
Austria, Joseph II (1780-90), Galician Assembly, 1782, silver medal, by J.N. Wirt, bust right, rev., Sage taking hand 
of Galicia, 42.8mm, 26.19g (Mont. 2150), virtually as struck     £200-300

617  
Austria, Franz I (1806-35), taler, 1806 c (Prague), 28.08 (Herinek 286), extremely fine, scarce thus     £200-250

618  
Austria, Batthyani, Ludwig (1788-1806), 20 kreuzer, 1790 Vienna, bust right, rev., arms, 6.62g (Holzmair 19), 
virtually mint state, rare     £200-250

619  
Austria, Salzburg, Wolf Dietrich von Raitenau (1587-1612), half-taler, undated (Probst 825), about very fine; 
Paris von Lodron (1619-53), sixth-taler, 1627 (Probst 1278), loop-mounted; Sigismund III von Schrattenbach 
(1753-71), taler, 1760 (Probst 2288), fine; Hieronymous, Graf Colloredo (1772-1803), 20 kreuzer, 1775 (Probst 
2473), some discolouration, extremely fine  (4)     £200-300

620  
Austria, Salzburg, Guidobald Graf von Thun-Hohenstein (1654-68), sixth-taler klippe, 1666, arms, rev., St. 
Rudbert (Probst 1502), one edge slightly creased, good very fine     £200-250

621  
Austrian Netherlands, United Belgian States (1789-90), lion d’argent of 3 florins, 1790 Brussels, rev., arms of the 
eleven states, 32.70g (Delm.398; VH 870), extremely fine     £500-700

622  
Austrian Netherlands, United Belgian States, 10 sols, 1790 Brussels, first type, Belgic lion, rev., clasped hands 
holding sheaf of arrows, 4.64g (VH 868), extremely fine      £150-200
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623  
Danzig, Marriage Medal, by Sebastian Dadler, undated (1636), bride and groom joined by chains, rev., clasped hands 
holding flowers between palm trees, 70.3mm, 82.43g (HCz.9866; Goppel 1018), edge fault, extremely fine      £800-1,000

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

624  
Danzig, The Circumcision and Baptism of Christ, silver medal, by Johann Höhn, circa 1640, 45.mm, 23.6g (Goppel 
1088), minor edge bruise, extremely fine and toned     £300-400

625  
Denmark, miscellaneous issues (9): Christian IV (1588-1648), 8 skilling, 1622, 6 skilling (5), 162(8?), 1629 (2), 
obv., arms, 1628, 1692, obv., bust, 3 skilling lybsk, 1623 (Hede 122, 139 (3), 140 (2), 170; Frederick III (1648-70), 
twelfth-speciesdaler, 1648 (Hede 49); Frederick IV (1700-30), 12 skilling,1716 Rendsborg (Hede 62), fine to very fine; 
and Sweden, Kristina, öre, 1641, waterworn, fine (10)     £200-250

626  
Denmark, Christian IV, 2 mark, 1646, monogram, rev., Hebrew inscription, 10.62g (Hede 148), very fine     £150-200 
 
627  
France, various coins (9), comprising: gros tournois (7), of Philip III (1270-85) (2), 3.89, 3.03g (Dupl. 202 (2), both 
clipped, second especially so, very fine and fine; Philip IV (1285-1314) (5), 3.87. 3.86, 3.24, 3.18, 2.85g (Dupl. 213), all 
clipped, lightest pierced, fair to good fine; Lorraine, Antoine (1508-44), demi-gros, Nancy, 0.95g (Boud, 1510), good 
fine; Leopold I (1697-1727), teston, 1710, bust right, rev., crowned plain oval shield, star below 7.75g (KM 80), only 
about fine but very rare (9)     £200-250

628  
France, Louis XIII, bronze medal by Dupré, 59mm (Jones 58), late cast; and bronze plaquettes (2), c. 18th century, oval 
of a meeting of gentlemen, 58mm x 74mm and circular of three cherubs, 34mm, fine to very fine   (3)     £100-150

629  
France, Louis XIV (1643-1715), écu aux trois couronnes, 1715 Paris, 30.24g (Dupl. 1568); very fine; demi-écu aux 
palmes, 1694 Paris, mint uncertain, réformation overstruck on demi écu aux huit L, 12.69g (Dupl. 1521a), good fine  (2)    
  £200-250
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630  
France, Louis XV (1715-74), tiers d’écu de France, 1723 a (Dupl. 1667A), réformation, good very fine; écu aux bandeau, 
1770 l (Dupl.1680), Louis XVI (1774-93), écu aux rameaux d’olivier, 1779 Pau (Dupl. 1708), both with adjustment 
marks, very fine; Napoleon I, 10 centimes (5) all 1808, good very fine or better; Louis Philippe, 2 francs 1832 w, fine; 
silver jetons (2), prévôts de Marchands 1662 (Gad. 867), Contrôleurs Généraux des Rentes (cf. Gad. 971), very fine (11)   
   £200-250

All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 20% on the hammer price plus VAT as appropriate. See our Conditions of Business for further details.

631  
France, Execution of Louis XVI, 1793, silver medal, by Friedrich Loos, bust right, rev., France seated mourning by 
urn containing the King’s ashes, 30mm, 9.19g (Julius 262), in slightly water-damaged case of issue, mint state    £120-150

632  
France, Peace of Luneville, 1802, silver medal, by Andrieu, bust of Napoleon Bonaparte right, rev., Pax, 42mm, 31.85g 
(Bramsen 107), extremely fine     £200-250

633  
Great Britain, Charles I (1625-49), Shrewsbury mint (1642), contemporary forgery of a silver pound, 1642, in lead, 
obverse A type, rev., group of 5 pellets to left of “Declaration”, 114.50g (cf. N. 2361; cf. S. 2917; cf. SCBI Brooker 796), about 
fine     £200-300

634  
Great Britain, James II (1685-88), Anti-Christian Confederacy, 1688, cast bronze medal, unsigned of Dutch 
manufacture, Suleyman III of Turkey, Louis XIV, Mezzo-Morto, Admiral of Algiers and James II around altar, rev., three 
lilies supporting a crescent, imp wearing Jesuit’s cap and holding sword hovering above, 57.9mm, 88.46g (MI 1, 633/56; 
vL. III, 347), a crude cast very fine and very rare     £200-300

635  
Great Britain, Anne (1702-14), Attempted Invasion of Scotland, 1708, silver medal, by Martin Brunner, bust left, 
rev., an ass feeding on a thistle is repelled by a rose proffered by an allegorical female figure, 43mm, 30.69g (MI II 321/146; 
Woolf 21.3), extremely fine and rare     £300-350
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636  
Great Britain, George II (1727-60), Marriage of Frederick Prince of Wales and Princess Augusta of Saxe-
Gotha, 1736, busts of Frederick and Augusta vis à vis, rev., allegorical figure holding the arms of England and Saxe-Gotha, 
44mm, 27.65g (M.I. II, 516/70; Merseberger 3270), good very fine and very rare     £300-400

637  
Italy, Carmagnola, Ludovico II di Saluzzo (1475-1504), cavallotto, bust left, rev., St Constantine on horseback right, 
3.24g (MIR 126), very fine     £200-300

638  
Italy, Casale-Monferrato, Gugliemo II Paleologo (1494-1518), testone, bust left wearing biretta, rev., arms, 7.88g 
(MIR 318), good fine     £150-200

639  
Italy Messarano, Ludovico II Fieschi (1528-32), testone, bust right, rev., St Teonesto seated, 9.43g (MIR 691), very 
fine     £200-250

640  
Italy, Messoco, Gian Giacomo Trivulzio (1487-1518), grosso of 9 soldi, helmeted arms, rev., St. George slaying the 
dragon, 5.40g (MIR 981), very fine    £200-250

641  
Italy, Naples, Carlo di Borbone (1734-59), 60 grana (2), 1734, 1735, river god Sebeto reclining by sea, Vesuvius in the 
distance, rev., arms, 12.63, 12.49 g (MIR 338), first with minor adjustment marks, better than very fine, second very fine  
(2)     £250-300

642  
Italy, Papal States, Clement X (1670-76), Holy Year, 1675, silver medal, by G. Hamerani, bust right wearing Papal 
tiara, rev., the breaking of the Holy Year door, 33mm, 20.40g (Miselli 61), an original striking, very fine and rare   
   £200-300
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643  
Italy, Papal States, Clement XI (1700-21), testone, A. VI, by E. Hamerani, bust left wearing camaura and mozzetta, 
rev., Three Graces in the Piazza del Campidoglio, 9.03g (Munt. 64; Berman 2397), very fine and scarce      £200-250

644  
Italy Papal States, Clement XII (1730-40), Election as Pope, 1730, silver medal, by Peter Paul Werner, bust left 
wearing Papal tiara, rev., column with two putti either side, 37.7mm, 21.85g, almost extremely fine and toned    £300-350

645  
Italy, Papal States, Clement XII, Election of Lorenzo Corsini as head of the Papal Crusade against 
Jansenism, 1731, silver medal, by Otto Hamerani, bust right, rev., standing figure of the Church holding gospel and keys 
trampling on the Devil, 32mm, 14.65g, edge fault, extremely fine     £200-250

646  
Italy, Papal States, Clement XII, miscellaneous minor silver issues (11), comprising testone (2) AIIII/1733, AIV/1734, 
giulii (2), AV, AVI, grossi (6), AV (2), AVII, AX/1739 (2), AX, mezzo-grosso, undated (Berman, 2628, 2631, 2640, 2647, 
2651, 2652, 2657, 2659 (2), 2660, 2665), mixed grades fine to extremely fine  (11)    £300-350

647  
Italy, Papal States, Benedict XIV (1740-58), miscellaneous minor silver issues (9), grossi (7), AXI IVB/1750 
AXII/1750, AIII, AIV, AVI, AXV AIX/1748, mezzo-grossi (2), AXI AIII (Berman 2745, 2746, 2752, 2754, 2758, 2763, 2764 
var., 2765, 2766), very fine to virtually mint state (9)     £300-400

648  
Italy, Papal States, Sede Vacante, 1758, doppio giulio, canopy and crossed keys over arms, rev., radiant dove, 5.25g 
(Munt. 4; Berman 2887), extremely fine and toned, scarce     £300-400

649  
Italy, Papal States Clement XIII (1758-69), fifth-scudo, 1761 AIII, Rome, bust right, rev., The Church standing on 
clouds, 5.28 g (Munt. 18a; Berman 2899, virtually mint state, rare thus     £300-400

650  
Italy, Papal States, Clement XIII (1758-69), testone, 1761, AIV, Rome, Papal arms, rev., SS Peter and Paul standing 
either side of temple with sacred dove above, 7.93g (Munt. 12; CNI 43; Berman 2896), mint state and attractively toned, 
in NGC holder graded MS66     £200-300
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651  
Italy, Papal States, Clement XIII, miscellaneous minor silver issues (6), giulio AIII/1761, grossi (5). AI/1758 (2), 
AII/1760 (2) AIV/1762 (Berman 2901, 2903, 2904, 2905 (2), 2906), extremely fine or better  (6)     £250-300

652  
Italy, Papal States, miscellaneous issues  (7): Pius IV (1559-65), testone (Berman 1063); Alexander VIII (1689-
91), testone A1/1690 (Berman 2176); Clement XII (1730-40), anonymous 5 bolognini (Berman 2680); Sede Vacante 1740, 
grosso (Berman 2719); Sede Vacante 1758, grosso (Berman 2888); Pius VI (1775-99), mezzo-scudo, 1778 (Berman 2961); 
Pius IX, 10 soldi, 1869, fourth ex-mount and last poor, otherwise generally fine; together with various Papal and religious 
medals (6), including Visit of Pius VI to Vienna, 1782, in white metal, by Oexlein, a silvered aftercast of a restitution medal 
of Leo III, Ecumenical Council 1869-70, in bronze, this in card case of issue, and a Vatican lira of Pius XI, fine or better  
(14)    £200-250

653  
Italy, Retegno, Antonio Theodoro Trivulzio, mezzo Filippo stretto, 1676, bust right, rev., arms, (MIR 903), very fine 
and rare     £350-400

654  
Italy, Venice, Lorenzo Tiepolo (1268-75), grosso, St Mark and Doge standing, rev., Christ enthroned, 1.97g (Mont. 
48), good fine; Andrea Gritti (1523-38), mocenigo, mintmaster mam, Doge kneeling before St Mark, rev., Christ giving 
benediction 6.37g (Mont. 347), very fine; Genoa, 2 lire, 1794, St John the Baptist standing, rev., arms, 8.15g (MIR 117.2), 
very fine  (3)     £200-250

655  
Italy, Venice, Marco Foscarini (1762-63), ducato, undated, mintmaster zd (Zuanne Dolfin), Doge kneeling before St. 
Mark, rev., winged lion, 22.66g (CNI 18; Paolucci 14; Mont 2843), virtually mint state, extremely rare thus    £800-1,000

656  
Italy, miscellaneous issues (7), comprising: Florence, Cosimo I de Medici (1537-74), giulio, Second period, 
2.80g (MIR 153/3); Milan, Giovanni Maria Visconti (1402-12), pegione, 2.30g (MIR135); Galeazzo Maria Sforza 
(1468-76), grosso of 4 soldi, 2.48g (MIR 206), second pierced, fair to fine; Napoleon, 10 soldi, 1809, 2.47g (MIR 494), 
good very fine; Naples, Carlo II (1665-1700), tari, 1698, 4.22g (MIR 300/7); Ferdinando II (1830-59), 120 grana, 
1856 (MIR 503/5), very fine; Casa Savoia, Carlo Emanuele II (1648-75), lira nuova, 1675, 5.83g (MIR 816), fine and 
rare  (7)     £200-250

657  
Liège, Maximilian Heinrich von Bayern (1650-88), ducaton, 1671, bust right, rev., arms, with lion supporters, 
32.00g (Dav. 4296; Delm. 473), minor flaw, very fine     £150-200

658  
Liège, Clemens August von Bayern (1688-1723), Millennium of St Lambert, 1696, silver jeton, Bishop 
enthroned, rev., eight-line inscription, 31mm, 10.71g (Dugn. 4613), edge fault and considerable weakness, very fine but 
virtually as struck, rare     £200-300
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659  
Liège, Sede Vacante, 1784, patagon, St Lambert left, rev., arms, 27.92g (Delm.489; Dav. 1590; Zepernick 181), virtually 
mint state and rare [150 examples struck], in NGC holder graded MS65     £1,000-1,200

660  
Liège, Sede Vacante, 1784, escalin, lion rampant holding crowned arms, rev., St Lambert left, 4.85g (Zepernick 182), 
virtually mint state    £200-250

661  
Liège, Sede Vacante, 1784, escalin, similar to the last, 4.85g (Zepernick 182), virtually mint state     £200-250

662  
Liège, Sede Vacante, 1784, escalin, similar to the last, 4.86g (Zepernick 182), virtually mint state     £200-250

663  
Liège, Sede Vacante, 1784, escalin, similar to the last, 4.95g (Zepernick 182), virtually mint state     £200-250

664  
Liège, Sede Vacante, 1792, patagon, St Lambert left, rev., arms, 27.20g (Delm.490; Dav. 1591; Zepernick 184), virtually 
mint state and rare [150 examples struck]     £1,000-1,200

665  
Liège, Sede Vacante, 1792, escalin, lion rampant holding crowned arms, rev., St Lambert left, 4.75g (Zepernick 185), 
virtually mint state    £200-250

666  
Liège, Sede Vacante, 1792, escalin, similar to the last, 4.77g (Zepernick 185), virtually mint state     £200-250

667  
Liège, Sede Vacante, 1792, escalin, similar to the last, 4.77g (Zepernick 185), virtually mint state     £200-250
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668  
Netherlands, Netherlands rijksdaalers (4), 1591 Zeeland, 1620 Westfriesland, 1621 Overijssel, 1654 Zwolle, 28.23, 
28.13, 28.50, 28.39g (Del. 722, 922, 940, 948), good fine to very fine  (4)     £300-400

669  
Netherlands, Tiel, Konrad II (1024-39), denar, diademed bust right, rev., Colonia monogram, 1.20g (Dann. 742), 
light crease, very fine     £200-250

670  
Netherlands, Utrecht, 3 gulden, 1715, Netherlands maid, rev., arms, 31.59g (Delm. 1150), some weakness, good very 
fine; Westfriesland, ducaton, 1661, horseman with sword, rev., arms, 32.68g (Delm. 1019), very fine and well struck for 
the issue  (2)     £300-400

671  
Netherlands, Zeeland, double-daalder of 10 schelling, 1687, Middelburg, Knight standing holding shield, rev., provincial 
arms, arms of six provincial cities around, 31.45g (Delm. 1074), good very fine     £200-250

672  
Netherlands, Destruction of the Schouwburg Theatre, Amsterdam, by Fire, 1772, silver medal, by Thomas van 
Berckel, 39mm, 19.31g (VL. Suppl. 469), virtually as struck     £200-250

673  
Netherlands, Louis Napoleon (1806-10), 50 stuivers, 1808 Utrecht, bust right, rev., arms, 26.12g (Sch. 149; Dav. 
228), virtually mint state and toned, in NGC holder graded MS65     £300-400

674  
Norway, Frederik III (1648-70), 2 mark, 1656, F3 monogram, rev., lion left, 10.69g (Hede 67b), very fine    £150-200

675  
Poland, Stanislaus Augustus Poniatowski (1764-95), grosz srebrny, 1766 fs, Royal monogram, rev., value, 2.07g 
(Kopicki 2300), virtually mint state, scarce thus    £150-200
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676  
Poland, Stanislaus Augustus Poniatowski (1764-95), taler, 1768, Warsaw, bust right, rev., arms, 27.99g (H. Cz, 
3100 R2; Dav. 1619), small flaw in obverse field, extremely fine or better, very rare thus     £2,000-3,000

677  
Russia, Novgorod, Free City (1420-78), denga, Prince enthroned holding sword, petitioner kneeling before him, rev., 
four-line inscription, 0.72g (Spassky 66.4), virtually as struck and on an unusually clear flan; Peter the Great (1689-
1725), altyn, 1704, Red mint, Imperial eagle, rev., value, 0.80g (Bitkin 1156), has been mounted, good fine; Peter II 
(1727-30), rouble, 1728, Kadashevsky, bust right, star of St Andrew on breast, dot ends legend, rev., cruciform Cyrillic Ps, 
ii in angles, 27.96g (Bitkin 79), good fine; and East Prussia, Elizabeth, sixth-taler, 1761, almost very fine (4)   
   £200-300

678  
Russia, Peter the Great (1689-1725), poltina, 1705, Moscow Kadashevsky, Cyrillic date, bust right, rev., crowned eagle, 
13.53g (Bitkin 545; Diakov 5), crease above crown, almost very fine and rare     £500-700

679  
Russia, Peter the Great poltina, 1719, Moscow Kadashevsky, Cyrillic date, bust right, arabesque on chest, nails on sleeve, 
rev., crowned eagle, 13.33g (Bitkin 623; Diakov 17), very fine and rare     £500-700

680  
Russia, Anna Ivanova (1730-40), rouble, 1734, Moscow Kadashevsky, bust right wearing sash of the Order of St. 
Andrew, rev., eagle with collar of the Order of St Andrew, 25.83g (Bitkin 90; Diakov 13), reverse legend slightly off-centre, 
better than very fine      £300-400
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682  
Russia, Alexander I (1801-25), 5 kopecks, 1802, Ekaterinburg, Imperial eagle, rev., value, 54.98g (Bitkin 283), traces 
of verdigris on lower rim, otherwise better than extremely fine with some original mint lustre     £200-250

681  
Russia, Anna Ivanova, Victory over the Turks at Azov, 1736, silver medal, by Peter Paul Werner, bust right, rev., 
Russian Eagle on pedestal, to left Russian holding cross with horse, to right, Turk with camel, 43.2 mm, 27.88g (Diakov 
76.1), minor edge bruise, extremely fine and very rare     £1,000-1,500

683  
Spanish Netherlands, Brabant, Albert and Isabella (1598-1621), triple-real, 1607, Antwerp, conjoined busts left, 
rev., arms, 8.89g (Delm. 245; vG. & H. 292-1), very fine     £200-250

684  
Spanish Netherlands, Flanders, Albert and Isabella, ducaton, 1618, Bruges, conjoined busts right, rev., arms, 
32.26g (Delm. 248), weak in places, about extremely fine     £200-300

685  
Spanish Netherlands, Brabant, Albert and Isabella, ducaton, 1619, Brussels, conjoined busts right, rev., arms, 
32.25 (vG. & H. 310-3; Delm. 253), some weakness and reverse fault, about very fine; Philip IV (1621-65), patagons (2), 
1635, 1656, both Brussels, 27.81, 28.02g (vG. & H. 329-3 (2); Delm. 295 (2)), generally very fine  (3)     £200-250
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687  
Sweden, Kristina (1632-54), riksdaler, 1641, mintmaster Antoni Antonisson Grooth, bust three-quarters left, rev., 
Christ holding orb, arms to left, 28.68g (SM 13; Dav. 4525), edge fault, very fine     £400-600

686  
Spanish Netherlands, Brabant, Philip IV (1621-65), silver jeton, 1625, Brussels, bust right, rev., arms of Brabant, 
four city arms around, 5.01g (Dugn. 3817), extremely fine and toned, rare in silver     £250-300

688  
Sweden, Kristina, riksdaler, 1644 ag, mintmaster Antoni Antonisson Grooth, date in Roman numerals, similar to the 
last, 28.72g (SM13a; Dav. 4525), some weakness, very fine     £400-600

689  
Sweden, Karl XI (1660-97), 2 mark, 1661 (SM 89), almost very fine and rare     £200-300

690  
Sweden, Karl XII (1697-1718), Peace of Altranstädt and the King’s Victories, 1706, silver medal, by Georg 
Hautsch, undated, garnished uniformed bust right, rev., springing lion over Swedish arms, 40.5mm, 26.68g (Hild. 109), 
edge fault, extremely fine and toned     £400-500
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691  
Switzerland, Solothurn, taler, undated, mintmaster Jakob Stocker of Schaffhausen (1556-66), double-headed eagle 
over Solothurn arms, rev., armoured figure of St Ursus holding flag and sword, 28.25g (HMZ 2-821; Dav. 8759c), better 
than very fine and scarce     £1,000-1,500

692  
Turkey, Ahmed III (AH 1115-43; AD 1703-30), yirmlik, AH1115, flan irregularities, extremely fine; Mahmud III 
(AH1143-68; AD 1730-54), kurus, AH 1143, flat in parts, very fine; India, Aurangzeb (AH1068-1118; AD 1658-
1707), rupees (2) AH 1102/34, 1111/43, half-rupee, 111(1?)/4-, second extremely fine, others very fine; Sultans of Bengal, 
tanka, creased, fine; and Mexico, Philip V, irregularly shaped cob 8 reales, date and mint illegible, fair  (7)     £200-250
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1. Introduction 
(a) The contractual relationship of Morton & 
Eden Ltd. and Sellers with prospective Buyers 
is governed by:- 
(i) these Conditions of Business for Buyers; 
(ii) the Conditions of Business for Sellers 
displayed in the saleroom and available from 
Morton & Eden Ltd.;  
(iii) Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity 
Guarantee; 
(iv) any additional notices and terms printed in 
the sale catalogue, in each case as amended by 
any saleroom notice or auctioneer's 
announcement. 
 
(b) As auctioneer, Morton & Eden Ltd. acts as 
agent for the Seller. Occasionally, Morton & 
Eden Ltd. may own or have a financial interest 
in a lot.  
 
2. Definitions  
"Bidder" is any person making, attempting 
or considering making a bid, including 
Buyers; 
"Buyer" is the person who makes the highest 
bid or offer accepted by the auctioneer, 
including a Buyer’s principal when bidding 
as agent; 
"Seller" is the person offering a lot for sale, 
including their agent, or executors; 
“M&E” means Morton & Eden Ltd., 
auctioneers, Nash House, St George Street, 
London W1S 2FQ, company number 4198353. 
"Buyer’s Expenses" are any costs or 
expenses due to Morton & Eden Ltd. from 
the Buyer;  
"Buyer’s Premium" is the commission 
payable by the Buyer on the Hammer Price 
at the rates set out in the Important 
Information for Buyers; 
"Hammer Price" is the highest bid for the 
Property accepted by the auctioneer at the 
auction or the post auction sale price; 
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applicable Buyer’s Premium and Buyer’s 
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"Reserve Price" (where applicable) is the 
minimum Hammer Price at which the Seller 
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The Buyer’s Premium, Buyer’s Expenses 
and Hammer Price are subject to VAT, 
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3. Examination of Lots  
(a) M&E’s knowledge of lots is partly 
dependent on information provided by the 
Seller and M&E is unable to exercise 
exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Each lot 
is available for examination before sale. 
Bidders are responsible for carrying out 
examinations and research before sale to satisfy 
themselves over the condition of lots and 
accuracy of descriptions.   
 
(b) All oral and/or written information 
provided to Bidders relating to lots, including 
descriptions in the catalogue, condition reports 
or elsewhere are statements of M&E’s opinion 
and not representations of fact. Estimates may 
not be relied on as a prediction of the selling 
price or value of the lot and may be revised 
from time to time at M&E’s absolute 
discretion. 
 

 
 
4. Exclusions and limitations of liability 
to Buyers 
(a) M&E shall refund the Purchase Price to  
the Buyer in circumstances where it deems that 
the lot is a Counterfeit, subject to the terms of 
M&E’s Authenticity Guarantee. 
 
(b) Subject to Condition 4(a), neither M&E nor 
the Seller:- 
(i) is liable for any errors or omissions in any 
oral or written information provided to Bidders 
by M&E, whether negligent or otherwise; 
(ii) gives any guarantee or warranty to Bidders 
and any implied warranties and conditions are 
excluded (save in so far as such obligations 
cannot be excluded by English law), other than 
the express warranties given by the Seller to the 
Buyer (for which the Seller is solely 
responsible) under the Conditions of Business 
for Sellers; 
(iii) accepts responsibility to Bidders for acts or 
omissions (whether negligent or otherwise) by 
M&E in connection with the conduct of 
auctions or for any matter relating to the sale of 
any lot. 
 
(c) Without prejudice to Condition 4(b), any 
claim against M&E and/ or the Seller by a 
Bidder is limited to the Purchase Price for the 
relevant lot. Neither M&E nor the Seller shall 
be liable for any indirect or consequential 
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(d) Nothing in Condition 4 shall exclude or 
limit the liability of M&E or the Seller for 
death or personal injury caused by the 
negligent acts or omissions of M&E or the 
Seller. 
 
5. Bidding at Auction 
(a) M&E has absolute discretion to refuse 
admission to the auction. Before sale, 
Bidders must complete a Registration Form 
and supply such information and references 
as M&E requires. Bidders are personally 
liable for their bid and are jointly and 
severally liable with their principal, if 
bidding as agent (in which case M&E’s prior 
and express consent must be obtained).  
 
(b) M&E advises Bidders to attend the 
auction, but M&E will endeavour to execute 
absentee written bids provided that they are, 
in M&E’s opinion, received in sufficient 
time and in legible form. 
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bidding is offered as a free service at the 
Bidder’s risk and subject to M&E’s other 
commitments; M&E is therefore not liable 
for failure to execute such bids. Telephone 
bidding may be recorded.  
 
6. Import, Export and Copyright 
Restrictions 
M&E and the Seller make no representations 
or warranties as to whether any lot is subject 
to import, export or copyright restrictions. It 
is the Buyer's sole responsibility to obtain 
any copyright clearance or any necessary 
import, export or other licence required by 
law, including licenses required under the 
Convention on the International Trade in 
Endangered Species (CITES).  
 

 
 
7. Conduct of the Auction 
(a) The auctioneer has discretion to refuse 
bids, withdraw or re-offer lots for sale 
(including after the fall of the hammer) if 
(s)he believes that there may be an error or 
dispute, and may also take such other action 
as (s)he reasonably deems necessary. 
 
(b) The auctioneer will commence and 
advance the bidding in such increments as  
(s)he considers appropriate and is entitled to 
place bids on the Seller’s behalf up to the 
Reserve Price for the lot, where applicable.  
 
(c) Subject to Condition 7(a), the contract 
between the Buyer and the Seller is 
concluded on the striking of the auctioneer's 
hammer. 
 
(d) Any post-auction sale of lots shall 
incorporate these Conditions of Business. 
 
8. Payment and Collection 
 
(a) Unless otherwise agreed in advance, 
payment of the Purchase Price is due in 
pounds sterling immediately after the auction 
(the "Payment Date").  
 
(b) Title in a lot will not pass to the Buyer 
until M&E has received the Purchase Price in 
cleared funds. M&E will generally not 
release a lot to a Buyer before payment. 
Earlier release shall not affect passing of title 
or the Buyer's obligation to pay the Purchase 
Price, as above. 
 
(c) The refusal of any licence or permit 
required by law, as outlined in Condition 6, 
shall not affect the Buyer’s obligation to pay 
for the lot, as per Condition 8(a). 
 
(d) The Buyer must arrange collection of lots 
within 10 working days of the auction.  
Purchased lots are at the Buyer's risk from 
the earlier of (i) collection or (ii) 10 working 
days after the auction.  Until risk passes, 
M&E will compensate the Buyer for any loss 
or damage to the lot up to a maximum of the 
Purchase Price actually paid by the Buyer. 
M&E’s assumption of risk is subject to the 
exclusions detailed in Condition 5(d) of the 
Conditions of Business for Sellers.  
 
(e) All packing and handling of lots is at the 
Buyer's risk. M&E will not be liable for any 
acts or omissions of third party packers or 
shippers. 
 
9. Remedies for non-payment 
Without prejudice to any rights that the 
Seller may have, if the Buyer without prior 
agreement fails to make payment for the lot 
within 5 working days of the auction, M&E 
may in its sole discretion exercise 1 or more 
of the following remedies:-  
 
(a) store the lot at its premises or elsewhere 
at the Buyer’s sole risk and expense; 
 
(b) cancel the sale of the lot; 
 
(c) set off any amounts owed to the Buyer by 
M&E against any amounts owed to M&E by 
the Buyer for the lot;  
 
 
 
 



(d) reject future bids from the Buyer;  
 
(e) charge interest at 8% per annum above 
Lloyds TSB Bank plc Base Rate from the  
Payment Date to the date that the Purchase 
Price is received in cleared funds; 
 
(f) re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with 
estimates and reserves at M&E’s discretion, 
in which case the Buyer will be liable for any 
shortfall between the original Purchase Price 
and the amount achieved on re-sale, 
including all costs incurred in such re-sale; 
 
(g) Exercise a lien over any Buyer’s Property 
in M&E’s possession, applying the sale 
proceeds to any amounts owed by the Buyer 
to M&E. M&E shall give the Buyer 14 days 
written notice before exercising such lien; 
 
(h) commence legal proceedings to recover 
the Purchase Price for the lot, plus interest 
and legal costs;  
 
(i) disclose the Buyer’s details to the Seller 
to enable the Seller to commence legal 
proceedings. 

10. Failure to collect purchases 
(a) If the Buyer pays the Purchase Price but 
does not collect the lot within 20 working  
days of the auction, the lot will be stored at  
the Buyer's expense and risk at M&E’s 
premises or in independent storage. 
 
(b) If a lot is paid for but uncollected within  
6 months of the auction, following 60 days 
written notice to the Buyer, M&E will re-sell 
the lot by auction or privately, with estimates 
and reserves at M&E’s discretion. The sale 
proceeds, less all M&E’s costs, will be 
forfeited unless collected by the Buyer 
within 2 years of the original auction.  
 
11. Data Protection 
(a) M&E will use information supplied by 
Bidders or otherwise obtained lawfully by 
M&E for the provision of auction related 
services, client administration, marketing and 
as otherwise required by law.  
 
(b) By agreeing to these Conditions of 
Business, the Bidder agrees to the processing of 
their personal information and to the disclosure 
of such information to third 
 

parties world-wide for the purposes outlined in 
Condition 11(a) and to Sellers as per Condition 
9(i).   
 
. 

12. Miscellaneous 
(a) All images of lots, catalogue descriptions 
and all other materials produced by M&E are 
the copyright of M&E.  
 
(b) These Conditions of Business are not 
assignable by any Buyer without M&E’s 
prior written consent, but are binding on 
Bidders' successors, assigns and 
representatives.   
 
(c) The materials listed in Condition 1(a) set 
out the entire agreement between the parties. 
 
(d) If any part of these Conditions of Business 
be held unenforceable, the remaining parts shall 
remain in full force and effect. 
 
(e) These Conditions of Business shall be 
interpreted in accordance with English Law, 
under the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
English Courts, in favour of M&E.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity Guarantee
 
 
If Morton & Eden Ltd. sells an item of 
Property which is later shown to be a 
“Counterfeit”, subject to the terms below 
Morton & Eden Ltd. will rescind the sale and 
refund the Buyer the total amount paid by the 
Buyer to Morton & Eden Ltd. for that 
Property, up to a maximum of the Purchase 
Price.  
 
The Guarantee lasts for two (2) years after the 
date of the relevant auction, is for the benefit 
of the Buyer only and is non-transferable.  
 
“Counterfeit” means an item of Property 
that in Morton & Eden Ltd.’s reasonable 
opinion is an imitation created with the intent 
to deceive over the authorship, origin, date, 
age, period, culture or source, where the 
correct description of such matters is not 
included in the catalogue description for the 
Property.  
Property shall not be considered Counterfeit 
solely because of any damage and/or 
restoration and/or modification work 
(including, but not limited to, traces of 
mounting, tooling or repatinating). 
Please note that this Guarantee does not apply 
if either:- 

 
 
(i) the catalogue description was in 
accordance with the generally accepted 
opinions of scholars and experts at the date of 
the sale, or the catalogue description indicated 
that there was a conflict of such opinions; or  
 
(ii) the only method of establishing at the date 
of the sale that the item was a Counterfeit 
would have been by means of processes not 
then generally available or accepted, 
unreasonably expensive or impractical; or 
likely to have caused damage to or loss in value 
to the Property (in Morton & Eden Ltd.’s 
reasonable opinion); or 
 
(iii) there has been no material loss in value of 
the Property from its value had it accorded with 
its catalogue description; 
 
(iv) the sole grounds for claiming that the 
item is a Counterfeit are based on a 
difference of opinion between Morton & 
Eden Ltd and a third-party coin grading 
service. 
 
To claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer 
must:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
(i) notify Morton & Eden Ltd. in writing within 
one (1) month of receiving any information that 
causes the Buyer to question the authenticity or 
attribution of the Property, specifying the lot 
number, date of the auction at which it was 
purchased and the reasons why it is believed to 
be Counterfeit; and 
 
(ii) return the Property to Morton  
& Eden Ltd. in the same condition as at the date 
of sale and be able to transfer good title in the 
Property, free from any third party claims 
arising after the date of the sale.  
 
Morton & Eden Ltd. has discretion to waive 
any of the above requirements.  Morton & 
Eden Ltd. may require the Buyer to obtain at 
the Buyer's cost the reports of two 
independent and recognised experts in the 
relevant field and acceptable to Morton & 
Eden Ltd. Morton & Eden Ltd. shall not be 
bound by any reports produced by the Buyer, 
and reserves the right to seek additional 
expert advice at its own expense.  In the 
event Morton & Eden Ltd. decides to rescind 
the sale under this Guarantee, it may refund 
to the Buyer the reasonable costs of up to 
two mutually approved independent expert 
reports, provided always that the costs of 
such reports have been approved in advance 
and in writing by Morton & Eden Ltd. 
 
 





  ABSENTEE BID FORM 
 (Please print clearly or type) 
 
Sale Title: 
The Wolff Metternich 
Collection of German and 
European Coins and Medals 
 
 
Dates: 
19-20 July 2022 
 
 
Please send to: 
Morton & Eden Ltd. 
Nash House 
St George Street 
London W1S 2FQ 
 
info@mortonandeden.com 
 
 
Important 
Please bid on my behalf at the above sale for 
the following Lot(s) up to the hammer price(s) 
mentioned below.  These bids are to be 
executed as cheaply as is permitted by other 
bids or reserves and in an amount up to but not 
exceeding the specified amount.  The 
auctioneer may open the bidding on any lot by 
placing a bid on behalf of the seller.  The 
auctioneer may further bid on behalf of the 
seller up to the amount of the reserve by 
placing responsive or consecutive bids for a lot. 
 
I agree to be bound by Morton & Eden’s 
Conditions of Business.  If any bid is successful, I 
agree to pay a buyer’s premium on the hammer 
price at the rate stated in the front of the 
catalogue and any VAT, or amounts in lieu of 
VAT, which may be due on the buyer’s premium 
and the hammer price. 
 
 
 
 
Payment Instructions: 
 
Bank Transfer (strongly recommended) 
 
UK Debit Card (please complete) 
 
Cheque or Banker’s Draft 
Drawn on a recognised UK bank. 
 
Foreign cheques will not be accepted. 
 
Sterling Cash 
Subject to statutory limits. 
 
 
 
 

 

Name   

Address  

  

 Postcode 

Telephone/Home Business 

Fax VAT No. 

Email  

Signed Date 

  

Debit Card type:  

Card Number  

Cardholder Name  

Expiry Date                                                                  Issue No.  

Security Code (last 3 digits on back of card)  

Billing Address (if different from above)  

  
Cardholder Signature (By signing this you are 
authorising payment for this sale)  

 
If you wish Morton & Eden to ship your purchases, please tick    ⃞ 
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